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		This study which utilized the critical analysis, analyzed Wittgenstein’s concept of language-game and its implications in philosophical discipline and contemporary society. Our main question is: How does the analogy of the game respond to the problems of language?
	To guide the researcher, the following specific problems were formulated:
     1. What is the personal and professional background of Ludwig Wittgenstein?
     2. What is the origin of the problems of language?
     3. What are the problems of language?
     4. What is Wittgenstein concept of language-game?
5. How does concept of language-game become a key to clear up conceptual linguistic confusion   and misunderstanding?
       6. Is the clarification of language-use an end to man’s philosophical project?
     7. What are the implications of the concept of language-game in contemporary society?

	          To delineate the origin of the problem of language in terms of epistemological dimension, the    researcher analyzed the related concepts on classical philosophy. To determine the origin of the concept of language-game, the researcher used the historical method. To constructively criticize the end-goal of language-game, the hermeneutical approach of Hans Georg Gadamer was employed. 
	           From the findings and with the aid of the above-mentioned methods, the researcher had come up with these conclusions. Language is inalienable in the sociological nature of man. Man is always related or connected to the other. In this sense, man shares his very subjectivity with the other. Unless he realizes this, he cannot actualize the essential part of his nature. In every aspect of man’s life, it is imperative for him to negotiate, communicate, and collaborate with the members of his household and society. Wittgenstein is the one of the philosophers who gave deeper commitment and emphasis on the concerns of language in man’s life. Mastering our use of language is not just for the sake of conventional understanding, but, more importantly, we use it in its proper context in order to express our thoughts clearly and in the process to understand ourselves. It is because, as we speak or write using language as medium of communication, we are projecting ourselves to the other. If we come up with the c common understanding, then we will be able to create a harmonious society.
      This study provided the readers with a better understanding of the importance of proper use of words or terminologies in their proper context. It is because this research delved on the conceptual and analytical mechanisms of using language in order to give a systematic pattern of corrective thinking and application for word’s use. Aside from affirming the importance of language in connection with our contemporary activities, this research looked into a deeper realization on the workings of language. This realization originated from Wittgensteinian context of understanding. As affirmation for Wittgenstein, it is appropriate to say that to understand a word in its proper context is to understand the sentence. To understand a sentence is to understand a language. To understand a language means to be master of technique. This signifies that understanding is to know how to do something; in the case of language, understanding language means knowing how to use it. The researcher realized that understanding the meaning of a word is not something private to the mental life of an individual, but something which exist out in the open, in the public domain. This means that understanding the meaning is objectively understandable by people. 





		For the researcher, we do not stop philosophizing because our imaginations continue to desire progress in terms of creativity. Thus, he affirmed Gadamer in claiming that we should not hinder our philosophical endeavors by breaking it. Even if we can clear the confusions and misunderstanding of language, still our active minds cling to what is new in the field of learning things. This research led to the formulation of other theories which can be useful tool in understanding the complexities with regards to ourselves and our society as a whole. Henceforth, all the laborious efforts of this research and the regimented time invested in the writing of this work are meaningfully compensated.
	           Based on the conclusion of the study, the researcher has made the following recommendations:
1.	A Comparative Study of Ludwig Wittgenstein’s concept of Language-Games and Hans George Gadamer’s Concept of Play.
2.	An Expository Analysis of Wittgenstein’s concept of Forms of life: Its Implications in contemporary society.
3.	A Re-Evaluation of Gadamer’s concept of Play.
4.	A Comparative Study of Augustine’s concept of language and Wittgenstein’s concept of Language-Games.
5.	A  Rejoinder of Wittgenstein’s concept of Language-Games.
6.	The Ethical Implication of Wittgenstein’s concept of Language-Games as found in Tractatus-Logico- Philosophicus: A Critical Analysis
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THE PROBLEM AND ITS SCOPE

INTRODUCTION
	   Man is a history-in-the-making. He has rational and instinctual abilities. Through these abilities, he can “make” himself by actualizing his latent potentialities. This is shown through history from the ancient up to his contemporary times. This history is a story of how man developed himself. Philosophy has played a vital role in all these. Man defines his identity through his actions.​[1]​ His actions are manifestations of his character and values. Man creates his own story. Minerals like gold, diamonds and other precious stones do not. Animals like tigers and lions do not care about it. They merely rely on their instinct for existence. Man is the only being that can create his own history and be conscious of it. This proves that man is basically a gregarious historical being. He lives in history. And history is the product of the undying process of philosophical progress of man’s thoughts.  What makes history possible is the existence of cognizing subjects capable of understanding themselves and the objective world. What makes history possibly understandable is the thing with which social groups agree to be true because of the certain level of harmony and coherence of thought. As man makes history, he uses language as his tool along his philosophical journey. As he travels on the road of history and on his life, he philosophizes. 
	Philosophy is a way of life.​[2]​ In knowing ourselves and the mysteries of life, we encounter the necessity of philosophy. Based on its etymological definition, philosophy is a love of wisdom. This is essentially true because our knowledge is the application of wisdom and can be considered as experiential.  As a consequence, we as knower and lovers of wisdom could be transformed to become truly human. In this way, we can prove that philosophy is not a mere theoretical abstraction but is something that can be put into practice.
	 Man’s endeavors are manifestations of his philosophy. Philosophy serves as a roadmap which guides man. The life of man is like a journey. In this journey, he is offered with innumerable possibilities. These possibilities can either lead him towards meaningful existence or towards meaninglessness. If man fails to philosophize, he cannot determine correctly his priorities.  Unless he use his reason, man will not be able to find any meaning in what he is doing. It is through philosophizing that man can attain the fullness of life. Hence, philosophy can be at the service of humanity as a whole. 
	 Plato and Aristotle, two immortal Greek thinkers whose thoughts have tremendously influenced human thinking until today, claimed that philosophy begins in wonder. Aristotle puts it best when he said:
	For it is owing to their wonder that men both now begin  and at first began to philosophize; they wondered originally at the obvious difficulties, then advance little by little to strain their minds  over the greater perplexities, such as the changes of the moon and sun, the stars and the origin of the universe. And a man who is puzzled and wondering sees himself as ignorant. For all man begin, as we said by wondering that things are as they are.​[3]​

	Wonder is the beginning, the point of departure and the origin of philosophical explorations. Every individual, irrespective of his or her nationality, creed, color and language starts to philosophize after wondering about the mysteries of existence. How can the feeling of wonder motivate man to philosophize?
	Man’s curiosity triggers him to pose questions and seek for answers. Man has insatiable thirst for knowledge. The search for knowledge will continue until man reaches the ultimate truth. The truth that man discovers in his search is expressed through language. Language is man’s medium through which he can express what he has in his mind.
Language is vital in man’s life. There is no life of the soul without language, and there is no human life without the life of the soul.​[4]​ It is through language that man is able to convey his thoughts and feelings and is able to understand other’s thoughts and feelings. In the course of human relationship language is essential. 
Language is indispensable.​[5]​ Man cannot carry on the affairs of life without language. Because man is a component of society, his life would be meaningless if he fails to communicate with his fellow beings. Mutual understanding is the basis of life. It is unimaginable for a normal society composed of men and women who cannot understand one another. Since man has the capability to communicate his thoughts and ideas, he can influence his fellowmen through language. A preacher proclaims God’s word and is able to touch the minds and the hearts of the faithful, thus leading them to God. A suitor uses language to win the heart of his lady-love. A salesman uses language to convince a customer to buy his merchandise. In this sense, language is necessary in the everyday life of man.
	Man’s interpersonal skill is honed based on his use of words as he expresses himself. The epistemological dimension of our learning starts with our reading, writing and speaking skills. These skills manifest the prominence that language plays an important role in our lives. Harnessing our talents in reading, in the first place, requires proper comprehension. To read is to understand. This means that a person does read not just for the sake of reading. Rather, he is reading because he wants to learn something. 

	On the level of comprehensive reading, a person must read word by word, sentence by sentence, and by paragraph. By doing so, he have to have a dictionary on his side in order for him to find the meaning of the word that he could not understand beforehand. Reference to the dictionary for word’s meaning is an imperative in the stage of learning process.​[6]​ 

However, if we go back to our recorded history, the world could have been different if misunderstanding and confusion did not intervene along the way. Based on general observation, our history is tarnished with the incidents of misunderstanding and confusion that resulted to the outbreaks of wars. Imagine the thousand of properties destroyed and millions of lives wasted all because of misunderstanding and confusions on using language; A businessman may lose money by failing to make himself clearly understood. Misunderstandings and quarrels arise between friends because someone has failed to read, write and say just what he meant. Specifically, these problems are often seen in the political arena. This is true, in the recent issue of Reproductive Health Bill. The conflict arose between Church and State because the latter misunderstood what is the true meaning of Reproductive Health Bill. On the other hand, the Church is also confused about what the State really meant about that Bill. In these account, confusion and misunderstanding plague society as a whole. 
	Communication is at the heart of every linguistic encounter. Communication transpires if both subjects understand each other. Communication is commonly defined as the imparting or interchange of thoughts, opinions, or information by speech, writing, or signs.​[7]​ In order that communication could happen, both the speaker and the interpreter or the audience should have skills. Communication skills are the set of skills that enables a person to convey information so that it is received and understood. Communication skills refer to the repertoire of behaviors that serve to convey information for the individual.​[8]​ Identification is one of the key ingredients of effective communication. Every individual can communicate, but the problem is that every individual cannot effectively communicate. Those who do not have appropriate communication skills are usually ignored or simply kept at bay. On the other hand, those persons with good communication skills are looked upon and well respected. Communication is basically two-way street, which entails the relation between the speaker and the listener. In this process, a cycle of communicating messages is formed between the former and latter. The art of communicating by means of written English words is called English composition, or rhetoric. It is of prime importance that man say or write exactly what he means. Speech is also two-way process. Man must say exactly what he means and must be understood by his listener according to the message that he wants to convey. But then, this is not an effortless task. Misunderstanding happens when one fails to understand the message that the other wants to convey. When this happens, there is a failure of communication. One of the reasons why these occur is because language is subjective.​[9]​ When a subject says something, a meaning is attached to the words that he utters. However, the one who listens may have different interpretation on what the subject’s message is based on the words that he heard. Misunderstanding and confusion are indeed very common problems. Subjects always tend to mean a thing without concern for the objective meaning of the word that they utter and write. This is why the problems of language occur.
	 It is noteworthy to affirm that Wittgenstein ventured to find the answer to the problems of language. Wittgenstein, one of the famous philosophers in the advent of analytic philosophy, endeavored to make his major work, Philosophical Investigation, which can be a sufficient answer to the problems of language. The major component of his work is the concept of language-game. 
	Wittgenstein introduced the concept of language-game because there is a similarity between using language and playing a game. Both follow certain rules. In a game, one cannot play football as if it is basketball. A basketball player, for example, cannot criticize how a football player plays football not unless the former first learns the rules of the game and how it is played.
	 This is the same idea that Wittgenstein wants to use in understanding language. Language also follows specific rules. The usage of terminologies follows a definite rule. If one does not understand the context of language and the rules that are imposed upon the specific discourse, then, one cannot understand the words in their truest form. In using language, a person cannot criticize other’s usage of language without first understanding its full context and intended meaning. 
	The concept of language-game illuminates the whole issue of understanding the meaning of language. The whole issue of meaning rests in the analysis of ordinary language according to Wittgenstein. Ordinary language refers to the language or words that are used in our day-to-day activities. For Wittgenstein, the meaning of a word or proposition rests ultimately on how man uses them in the context of his everyday activities. 
	Language is composed of words which have definite meanings. They are dependent on the context wherein they are proper to be used. The subject, in bestowing the meaning, has to recognize or gaze upon certain objects in order to invest meaning upon them. Although the subject is inclined to put personal standards in his understanding and interpretation, he is affected by other subjects whom he considers important part of his situation. He simply cannot deny their existence. He has to arrive at a common understanding of the objective world with them. In so doing, he should master the basic employment of language or have a good grasp of ordinary language used. 
	By way of clarifying our understanding on how we say what we mean, we can use philosophy in a more meaningful struggle throughout our daily activities. We should then master or develop the skill of using language effectively. Language constitutes a binding effort for a unified understanding and sound interpretation. 













STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
	One of the signs of a healthy civilization is the existence of a relatively clear language   in which everyone can participate in his own (unique) way. The sign of the sick civilization is the growth of an obscure, closed language that seeks to prevent communication.​[10]​

      The world is surrounded by innumerable tribulations. Problems trigger man to look for order. However, this is a lifetime process. The dialectic process of looking for a solution for an existing problem involves philosophizing. As man faces the different problems that this life offers, man begins to wonder and search for the truth. Every problem signals an advent of a new discovery of truth. This is the reason why hitherto philosophy still exists because problems do not cease. In man’s day-to-day living, problems come. This leads man to a gradual process of developing himself towards perfection as he seeks for the solution to the existing problem. Wittgenstein dealt with a problem—the problem of language. 
		    As described by many of his commentators, Wittgenstein is a genius philosopher in the field of analyzing language’s proper purpose. His thought is wide in expanse. He marked an influence in many aspects of human phenomenon. Wittgenstein’s range is so vast that he dealt with the philosophy of religion, ethics, epistemology, and language. However, the researcher will just limit himself with language-game theory as founded on his theory of meaning. This is the concept which is more intriguing for the researcher among other aspects of Wittgenstein’s philosophy. In Wittgenstein’s collaboration with Martin Heidegger, the problem on language is explained:
      	 Words and language are not wrappings in which things are packed for the commerce of those who write and speak. It is in words and language that things first come into being and are. For this reason the misuse of language in an idle talk, in slogans and phrases, destroys our authentic relation to things.​[11]​

	Wittgenstein work is fragmentary and is difficult to follow. He does not provide us with the standard argumentation and conclusions. He asks many questions and provides ‘sign posts’ that point us to the right direction. His views are difficult. And so, in order to understand Wittgenstein’s view, the researcher utilized the critical analysis. He also analyzed Wittgenstein’s concept of language-game and its implications in philosophical discipline and contemporary society. Our main question is: How does the analogy of the game respond to the problems of language?
	To guide the researcher, the following specific problems are formulated:
1.	What is the personal and professional background of Ludwig Wittgenstein?
2.	What is the origin of the problems of language?
3.	What are the problems of language?
4.	What is Wittgenstein concept of language-game?
5.	How does concept of language-game become a key to clear up conceptual linguistic confusion   and misunderstanding?
6.	Is the clarification of language-use an end to man’s philosophical project?








SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
           We can no longer take language for granted as a medium of communication. Its transparency has gone. We are like people who for a long time looked out of a window without noticing the glass—and then one day began to notice this too.​[12]​

      Analytic or linguistic philosophy is of radical importance not only at the dawn of the twentieth century, but also at the present. The problem on how to use our language is very much controversial. This problem is not only the concern of the philosophers who dig the root causes of the problem. More so, this is the concern of everyone who uses language in his daily dealings and transactions. This endeavor shows how great the role of language in many fields of enterprise is. In order to delineate the problem, the uses of language must be based on the subject—man.  How are we going to understand ourselves by thoroughly expressing it in language? Hence, this study is significant for the following reasons:
       For the Readers. By studying the philosophy of Wittgenstein, particularly his concept of language-game, we will be able to gain deeper understanding of ourselves and of our relation with the other. As man understands himself through his expression of his thoughts, he will then be able to change and develop himself for the better. In our present world, misunderstanding and confusion are the most triggering problems. In line with this, finding innovative solution is necessary. Man always craves to be understood by the people around him. Likewise, he also wants to understand them. However, one should understand himself first before he can be understood by others. If one expresses himself clearly, others can comprehend the message he wants to impart. To understand what one speaks of is to be understood by the other.​[13]​ But then, misunderstanding and confusion seems to be irresolvable tribulations that trouble man and hinder him to attain his fullness of being. The need for linguistic clarity becomes more essential because today, we are in the midst of information age with the advent of different medium of communication and with the popularity of the internet, the transfer of information became faster than one could imagine. This in some way affects our use of language.
          Moreover, this research provides the readers with a better understanding of the importance of proper use of words or terminologies in their proper context. Moreover, this research delves on the conceptual and analytical mechanisms of using language in order to give a systematic pattern of corrective thinking and application for word’s use. Aside from affirming the importance of language in connection with our contemporary activities, this research looks into a deeper realization on the workings of language. This realization would lead us to Wittgensteinian context of understanding. Wittgenstein stated: To understand a word in its proper context is to understand the sentence. To understand a sentence is to understand a language. To understand a language means to be master of technique.​[14]​ This signifies that understanding is to know how to do something; in the case of language, understanding language means knowing how to use it. Understanding the meaning of a word is not something private to the mental life of an individual, but something which exists out in the open, in the public domain. This means that understanding the meaning is objectively understandable by people. 
		    In the process of careful study of the concept of language-game, an account of understanding language turns on the notion of following a rule. Language-use is clearly a rule-governed activity, a normative activity as philosophers say. Our use of language follows grammatical rules. It follows a definite pattern of structure--subject-verb-predicate or subject and verb agreement in particular. By grammar, Wittgenstein does not mean what is ordinarily understood by this term; rather, he means logic, more precisely the logic of a given linguistic activity. Accordingly, Wittgenstein calls his Investigations as ‘grammatical inquiry.’ Our investigation is therefore a grammatical or logical one. Such an investigation sheds light on our problems by clearing misunderstanding away. 
	      For the Seminarians of Seminario de San Jose. This study wishes to provide the seminarians of Seminario de San Jose with more knowledge on the issue of language and, in the process, become more philosophically critical with concerns that contribute or hinder the development of their use of language. Henceforth, this study will enhance, nurture and hone their philosophical skills through meaningful and effective way of expression and communication. 
	      For the Administration and Faculty of Seminario de San Jose.  This study aspires to provide the faculty and administration of Seminario de San Jose with valuable data on the depth and breadth of a seminarians’ competence on issue regarding the importance of linguistic expression and, in the process, draw a more responsive philosophy curriculum that will contribute to the development of the critical thinking skill of seminarians. 








          In this research, the researcher expounds and analyzes Wittgenstein concept of language-game as contained in his book, Philosophical Investigation and on how it solved the problem of philosophical confusions, ordinary language misunderstanding and incorrect application in usage of words. To have a systematic discussion of the said concept, the researcher will divide his work into following chapters according to their specific scope.
 Chapter I - includes the Introduction, Statement of the Problem, the Significance of the Study, Scope and delimitation and the Research Design.
 Chapter II - discusses the survey on related studies which come from different translators and editors of his work. This served as the foundation of this research. Included are the books that have great significance in his study. Moreover, this chapter helped the researcher understand deeper Wittgenstein’s philosophy of language.
   Chapter III - exposes and discusses the persons and events that influenced him and the development of his philosophy. It discusses how Wittgenstein’s philosophy and his life had developed. More specifically, it traces the influences that shaped the thoughts of Wittgenstein in developing his concept of language-game.
  Chapter IV - delves on the origin of the problem of language. This chapter exposes the different theories and sources of man’s linguistic expression. 
   Chapter V - delves on the problems of language. Moreover, this chapter highlights the nature of thought and nature of language. After highlighting the nature of thought and language, the researcher draws a connection from them, that is, their relation with each other. As a result, this becomes the basis wherein the problems that we encounter in using language are delineated. 

  Chapter VI - exposes and discusses fully the Wittgenstein’s concept of language-game. Moreover, it delves on how language-game answers the problem of philosophical confusion and ordinary language misunderstanding. This chapter also discusses the end-goal of Wittgensteinian philosophy of language. 
  Chapter VII - delves on the critical analysis of Wittgenstein’s concept of language-game. The approach that is used in this chapter is hermeneutics. Hermeneutics becomes a tool of the researcher in order to reconstruct the end-goal of the Wittgensteinian thinking about philosophy. This chapter also discusses the criticisms of Hans-Georg Gadamer about interpretation of language. This chapter then posits an idea that philosophy should not stop by merely doing linguistic analysis of the problems. Rather, linguistic analysis should aid us to know ourselves as we engage in meaningful dialogue with the other. 
Chapter VIII – tackles the implications of Wittgenstein’s concept of Language-Games. The implications of the study are applied in the contemporary setting. Specifically, this study has its cultural implications. Moreover, the implications of this study with regards to the intellectual formation of the seminarians are given primary concern.
  Chapter IX - delves on the summary of the whole topic and the conclusion of the researcher. After a careful analysis of the philosophy of Wittgenstein, the researcher draws out his reflections, realizations and conclusion on the said concept. Evaluation and recommendation immediately follow. 






	The concept of language-game is a main component of Philosophical Investigations. In this project, Wittgenstein endeavored to eradicate the confusions and misunderstandings in language. The researcher focused on the basis and significant tenets of the concept of Wittgenstein in order to expose his concept of language-game.
	The researcher tried to expound the meaning of the words as used.  It is the core of the concept of language-game. The discussions are based on the books that deal with the main topic, specifically Ludwig Wittgenstein’s books. The researcher also gathered relevant data by exploring related literatures, magazines, encyclopedias and philosophical journals. 
	In the course of the study, the researcher strived to understand the implication of communication and usage of language in putting into light some problems in philosophy. There are methods which are used by the researcher for the systematic presentation of his entire work. 
	The researcher, in the first place, used the historical method prior to the discussion of the main topic. The historical method is employed in the biographical account of the main philosopher, Ludwig Wittgenstein. This study also deals with the exposition of Wittgenstein’s concept of Language-Games. Critical analysis is employed to bring out the implication of Wittgenstein’s work to the problem of language especially in philosophy. This study also employed hermeneutics which contributed a lot trying to understand fully this topic. Provided for the reader’s reflection is an Afterword which puts together the nutshell several views and answers to our quest for clarity and meaningful usage of language, along with the researcher’s critique.





































                                                                 CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
	The element of understanding is not that of immediate vision, but that of “linguisticality” where language is somehow able to surpass itself and the limits of any given statements, but while remaining entirely within the horizon of intelligibility which can be nothing other than the pivoted upon a possible language.​[17]​

	 Ideas occupy the core of man’s thoughts. Man thinks through language. Language allows man to express his own thought-reference. When his listener understands what he conveys, dialogue happens in such a case. It is because the other will respond to him. Dialogue serves as a process of linguistic encounter with the other.​[18]​ Dialogue has its two-fold purpose, namely; expressive and communicative functions. It is expressive in a sense that speech externalizes the internal acts of the human spirit such as ideas, impressions and moods. On the other side, it is communicative in a sense that we communicate these acts to others. Since man is by nature a political and social animal, everyone needs to communicate his thoughts to others. It is made possible by language. Through language, men interact with one another, using meaningful expressions. This enables them to live together as a community. 
	Dialogue is at the heart of analytic philosophy. Analytic philosophy requires a lot of analysis and evaluation. It also needs critical interpretation and hard work. Being dependent to one’s thoughts is not enough to fulfill the aim of deeply exposing the philosophy of a brilliant thinker, Ludwig Wittgenstein. In this regard, the researcher needs a lot of help from without such as books and articles. In the process of examining the books which are related to the chosen topic, he found them useful for the completion and realization of this endeavor. 
          The very concept of language-game is a very controversial issue to different authors of semantics, practical interpreters and thinkers of language. The process of scanning and understanding the principles in the primary sources, reading the accounts of books, journals and serials in this matter and comparing the significant and recurring notions proved to be both Herculean task and enlightening methodology at the same time. In the course of analysis and assessment of ideas, the sterling and elaborative efforts of Wittgenstein and his interpreters provided dialectic interplay of thoughts which guided the research to a critical understanding of the concept of language-game.
	 The general viewpoint of this study regarding the ideas and principles are provided including the different interpretation of Wittgenstein entire opus. This research focuses primarily on Wittgenstein preliminary ideas. Other topics emanating from the concept of language-game will be given due consideration for the better understanding of the philosophers’ concept.
ON THE ANALOGY OF THE GAME
Vendler, Zeno. Conventionalism. Oxford: Yale University Press. 1948.
	This article focuses on the analogy of the game as a means to eradicate confusion of using language. For Vendler, confusion occurs when we do not understand the context by which we use words in our ordinary conversation. We could not mean what we want to say because we do not know how to use the proper words in the proper contexts. 
	While it is possible to envision different constraints on the use of the phoneme​[19]​ sequence know or cause, it is impossible to grasp what knowing something false or causing a horse would be like. In much the same way, while it is possible to imagine different rules governing the moves of the piece called Bishop, it is impossible to imagine a checkmate of a lone king achieved by a king and a Bishop alone. The first half of these two sentences envisions a somewhat different language of game from what we actually have, while the second half invites us to think something impossible in the language or game we do in fact have.​[20]​


	Vendler cited that an analogy from Chess is the best analogy on how to use language. The rules governing games like Chess render its accurateness in executing the movements of the pieces. In Chess, there is a war between kingdoms. There is a battle between the white and the black kingdom. The competition of the two kingdoms which are controlled and manipulated by the players, abide to rules. Otherwise, the players defeat the purpose of the game. One player should think the ways on how to win without violating the rules. By doing this, he gains mastery and understanding of the game. He does not only play the game, but enjoys it including those who are watching the game. For Vendler, this analogy of chess game is practically available to conception of Wittgenstein’s language-game. He defended the view of Wittgenstein that games and language are interrelated. 
	Vendler made the connection between being a native speaker of a language and mastering the conditions for the correct application of its terms. This is very clear when he claims that the justifications I have for my linguistic characterizations is simply that I am a native speaker of a certain dialect of English and consequently have mastered the rules of that dialect.​[21]​ He thus explained the philosopher’s ability to know how he would use the words. This knowledge of word’s application points to the members of our linguistic community having mastered the same piece and being aware of this shared mastery.​[22]​
	However, Vendler explicated that there is a serious problem with this sort of conventionalist account on how we use terms. This becomes clear when we return to Vendler’s baseball analogy. He is committed to saying that those who played baseball in accordance with a different set of rules would not be playing baseball correctly. Rather, they will be playing a game other that baseball.​[23]​ One cannot play baseball using the rules of basketball. In relation to language, this means that the author characterized those who fail to understand a language other than their own. Vendler admitted that other people might use words other than how it is being normally used. 
	In the last part, the author emphasized that we must have mastery of our language. We must bring our usage of language in line with our own mother tongue. In this way, we can share the common understanding of language as we engage ourselves in dialogue.
ON INTERPRETATION OF WITTGENSTEIN’S PHILOSOPHICAL INVESTIGATIONS

Kuhane, Guy. Wittgenstein and his Interpreters.  Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 1997.
	The publication of this book provided a clear approach for the researcher in conducting comprehensive discussion of Wittgenstein’s philosophy of language. The book is composed of twelve chapters which give enlightenment to every aspect of Wittgenstein’s philosophy. However, the researcher just focused on the investigation of the philosophy of language. 
	In his preliminary view of the works of Wittgenstein, Kuhane exposed a sharp contrast between the Tractatus and the Philosophical Investigations which presented Wittgenstein holding the two different points, two radically opposing philosophies. Thus he stated:
	His second work, the Philosophical Investigations, represents a sort of about-turn and criticism of his own early ideas as expressed in the Tractatus. The main difference between the two works is his view of how language is meaningful. In the Tractatus, Wittgenstein had thought that language possessed an underlying logical structure. This allowed the Logical Positivists to say that statements such as "God is good", since they seem to imply a fact that cannot be verified, are meaningless.​[24]​
 	In the early Wittgenstein (it refers to the Tractatus), the words simply represent facts in the world. On the other hand, in the later Wittgenstein (it refers to the Philosophical Investigations), the meaning of the words go beyond the mere naming of the objects represented by the word from the reality. On the other hand, the later Wittgenstein focused on the new dimension of meaning. From the Wittgensteinian viewpoint, the meaning of the word is its use in language.​[25]​ That is why Wittgenstein was able was able to invent his concept of language-game. In reference with the Tractatus, he merely used language-game to name the factual objects of reality. Kuhane elaborated that the concept of language-game has already grown far beyond the initial conception of children’s game. One of the problems with Wittgenstein’s naming of the concept is that it seems to imply the simplicity of children playing. For the author, this is a mistake. 
	Kuhane differentiated philosophy as theory to philosophy as therapy. With regards to the philosophy as theory, the Philosophical Investigation should be understood as advancing and continuing philosophical inquiries about the world. According to this view, philosophy should discover new truths that would simplify man’s understanding of himself and of reality through his careful analysis of language. On the other hand, with regards to philosophy as therapy, the Philosophical Investigations should be understood as a factor for dissolution of philosophy as a theory. This means that all man’s philosophical explorations about the quest for truth do not stop. For Wittgenstein, once one already knows that the problems arose from the misuse of language, he will then master the use of language in order that confusion and misunderstanding could be eradicated. And once these problems are addressed, they will then cease to exist and the truth will lie open into view.​[26]​According to Kuhane, our main concern in applying philosophy as therapy is that we have to master our use of language in order that we could not be confused and misunderstood the concepts we use. And once we master it already, we will be able to appreciate the value of the language we use in our ordinary discourses. 
	In relation to the text, Kuhane developed an argument in favor of the therapeutic approach to the Philosophical Investigation. Philosophical problems will continually arise due to our tendency to misunderstand the workings of our language.​[27]​ Hence, Kuhane’s conception of philosophy as therapy establishes new dimension and approach in field of philosophy.
ON THE MEANING OF THE CONCEPTS
Sanguineti, Juan Jose. Logic, The Analogical Meaning of Concepts. Manila: Sinagtala Publishers, 1982. 
	The analogical meaning of concepts served as an illuminative chapter in Logic authored by Sanguineti. The author in this topic stressed substantial points with regards to linguistic analysis. He emphasized that linguistic analysis shows that the terms do not always have the same meaning. He agreed with Wittgenstein in claiming that the word’s meaning does not only conform to one single entity but to multiplicity of meaning. He explicated further that there are three kinds of terms in this case, namely; equivocal, analogical and univocal. The author classified these factors in order for us not to be confused with the usage of our words as we apply them in the context of ordinary language. Equivocal refers with the same term that has meanings completely different form one another. For example, bank can mean a place where money is deposited, or the river bank. Secondly, analogical refers to the term that has several meanings that are partly the same and partly different. Good, for instance, does not have the same meaning in good brick, good apple, good horse and good man even though all four meanings of good have something in common, that is, goodness. Lastly is the univocal. It refers to the term that has one and only one meaning. Man, for instance always refers to a species of animals—the rational animal. 
	Sanguineti observed that Wittgenstein used the univocal kind of term in his early work, the Tractatus. The Tractatus uses the pattern of univocity. It is because the one dimensional meaning of the words is reflected in Tractatus.  On the other hand, when Wittgenstein shifted his thinking from Tractatus to his Philosophical Investigations, he used the pattern of analogical term. It is vivid that in his theory of language-games, Wittgenstein referred it to the multiplicity of word’s meaning. Analogical terms in language have something in common, but they are not totally identical with each other. The analogy of the game with language can be proven that they have something in common, that is, rule-following.  In this sense, univocity and analogy are two important logical properties of concepts that qualify the way they are predicated of individuals.​[28]​ The meaning of the analogical terms depends many times on the context in which they are used. 
	In relation to Wittgensteinian concept of language-games, Sanguineti explicated the nature and importance of analogy. He emphasized that concepts are either univocal or analogical. The difference between the two is vivid. Concepts which are predicated of their subjects with exactly the same meaning are called univocal. Say for instance, animal when predicated of dog and elephant has exactly the same meaning. The same manner of being brings about the same manner of predication.​[29]​  On the other hand, analogical concepts are predicated of their subjects in a way that is partly the same and partly different. The analogical representation of language and a game is appropriate in the topic discussed by Sanguineti. In other words, analogical notions are applied to perfections which are realized in different ways and in different subjects. Love for example, does not mean the same thing as “love set” which refers to zero score in table tennis game. Sanguineti agreed with Wittgenstein’s concept of language-game that analogical concept always involve the two structures: First, a sharing in the same perfection. He cited that the goodness can be predicated of men, bricks and apples in particular. Secondly, there is diversity in the manner of possessing the perfection. That is why, the analogical concepts has different meanings. In this regard, Sanguineti stated: Analogy is an important property of our concepts, and its use is of capital importance in metaphysics and theology. If Wittgenstein rejected the metaphysical propositions, Sanguineti, on the contrary, highly favored the application of analogical concepts in metaphysics. But then, in general, he agreed with Wittgenstein in using the analogical representation of language. He stated:
	Modern research in the field of semantics has devoted much attention to the meaning and use of words in ordinary speech, and its finding comes close to endorsing the doctrine of analogy. Wittgenstein has observed that many terms are used with meanings that are partly the same and partly different (theory of family resemblances). It is also frequently happens that words acquire a broader analogical meaning through time. For example, the concept of number only referred to natural numbers at first. Later on, it came to apply also to other kinds of numbers (irrational numbers, imaginary numbers, etc.)​[30]​
	In conclusion, Sanguineti contributed a lot to the understanding of the researcher with regards to his chosen topic, that is, the language-games. The patterns of terms such as univocal and analogical helped the researcher to trace and follow the line of thinking of Wittgenstein in his early and later philosophy. 

ON THE CONTEXT AND MEANING OF THE WORDS

Blair, David. Wittgenstein, Language and Information. Michigan: University of Michigan Press, 2001.

	This book made a great contribution to the researcher regarding his understanding of Wittgenstein’s philosophy of language. Blair highlighted in this book that Wittgenstein frequently wrote about the importance of understanding how a word is used. This emphasized the question: How does language actually work? This is one of the important issues in linguistics and literary study. On this matter, the aims and focus of the Wittgensteinian philosophy of language is closely parallel to the aims and focus of the discussion of this book. This gives light to the problem of the meaning of language. 
	Blair emphasizes the fact that there is no sharp boundary between understanding language and cognition.​[31]​ For Wittgenstein, how we understand language is closely coupled with how we understand things including ourselves in general. Blair followed the thinking of Wittgenstein regarding philosophy of language that we should mean what we say and say what we mean. Blair makes Wittgenstein’s philosophy accountable when it comes to formal interpretation of philosophy of language and mind. He discusses about Wittgenstein preliminary view of how language can be learned. The conception of how man learns language was a concept borrowed by Wittgenstein from Augustine. For Augustine, language could be learned by observing how the child learns it. By this, Wittgenstein begins his analysis by examining how a child learns to use words by pointing at the object which the word corresponds. Teaching of meaning in language involves training. Wittgenstein in this context uses a child as a reference because child’s learning of the uses of words is the foundation of understanding how language works for the adult.
	For Augustine, words’ functions are only one way.​[32]​ This way pertains to the meaning of the word which merely rely on dictionary. But then, Wittgenstein repudiated Augustine’s standpoint by stating that if words’ functions are just one way (reliable to prescriptivism) then, there are a lot of ways for people to get the wrong meaning. It is because in reality, words function in different context. In one sentence, a word is an adjective and in another, it is noun. Wittgenstein in this sense, emphasized the multiplicity of word’s use, that is, it is not limited in only one context but many. By this, according to Blair, we can understand how the word functions properly. This will enable us to grasp sound interpretation of the other’s message. 
	Blair explicated the general features of Wittgenstein’s philosophy of language. It can be summarized in the following viewpoints. In the first place, meanings are not linked into words. Secondly, meanings are not concepts or any other single thing. Lastly, to understand the meaning of a word is not to have some definition in one’s head, but to be able to use the word correctly in the activities and practices (Wittgenstein’s forms of life) in which it is used, and to know how to use it(Wittgenstein’s language-game). As Wittgenstein asserts, we do not start from certain words, but from certain occasions or activities. Furthermore, let the word teach you their meaning.​[33]​ Another point involved in the summary is that context is important for understanding language. Context and circumstances are often relevant or essential determinants of meaning.​[34]​
ON THE INTERPRETATION OF LANGUAGE-GAME
Gadamer, Hans Georg. Language and Linguisticality. Maryland: Lexington Press, 2000.
	The publication of this book is concerned with the sharing of understanding as truth-driven which can be found between man and the text. This book contributed a lot in relation to the researcher’s understanding of his topic. The theme of the book focused on Gadamer’s philosophical hermeneutics under the light of the workings of language. 
	The first part of the book expounded the relation of Gadamer’s hermeneutics to language. Gadamer stated: The other plays an important role in the process of understanding. Aside from the subject, the I, the other represent the language itself which is the medium of communication. The other is a being that makes the subject dissolve in the game, but not uprooting himself from his very own self, so that there will be a homogeneous relationship between the I and the other.​[35]​ Hence, the subject and object reunite each other. Gadamer elucidated the workings of language with the analogy of the game. In a game the subject is changed. He becomes a player. The charm of the play and the fascination of its exercises consists precisely in the fact that the game becomes master over players.​[36]​ In this context, the game is the use of language in which once the subject uses the word, he must have to follow certain rules. Otherwise, he will lose the game. In this sense, Gadamer points out “language as a medium of hermeneutical experience.”​[37]​ By this, he stated:
	Language is not perfected, exact system of invented signs, but quite different- ordinary language, inherited, traditional language. Our language can be seen as an ancient city: a maze of little streets and squares, of old and new houses with additions from various periods and this surrounded by a multitude of new boroughs with strait regular streets and uniform houses.​[38]​ 

	Gadamer expounded that through man’s encounter with the world, he does not create language but learns it. In fact, language is already there in the world where he is situated. Gadamer agreed with Wittgenstein that it is right to say that lived language is in the context of human activity or the life world. As a form of life, language forms life, shapes it and constitute the world we deal with.​[39]​ Whatever man undertakes, it is still activity, which is rooted on language. Therefore, language must be played according to the rules and regulations of that particular language-game. 
	To be in a language-constituted world, we must know the sort of game we are playing so much so that we can present the game at its best. In line with this view, Gadamer grounded language not in the consciousness of an individual subject but in the language-game. He called it a dialogue or conversation.
	Thought is dependent upon the ground of language insofar as language is not merely a system of signs for the purpose of communication and transmission. Where there is a real language, the thing to be designated is not known prior to the act of designation. Rather, within our language relationship of the world, that which is spoken of itself first articulated through language’s constitutive structure of our being in the world.​[40]​ 

	For Gadamer, it only means that as long as there are many languages present in our world, man’s knowledge of reality unfolds the progress of our life, our history. 
	In the last part of the book, Gadamer gave emphasis on the utility of language. Language occupies man and his surroundings. We can only know things when they are in the form of language. It is the one that mediates us to the world we are living in. And we will be through the language we use, for we are the ones who determine its usefulness in our daily lives.
ON THE APPLICATION OF LANGUAGE-GAME
 Dolhenty, Jonathan. Philosophy of Education and Wittgenstein's Concept of Language-Games. London: Oxford University Press, 1975.

	This journal is the citation from a much larger work which Dolhenty wrote in 1978 about the linguistic confusion which permeated educational theory and practice at the time. The author suggested that some of the contributions made by the modern analytic movement in philosophy could help educators to deal with some of the murky and confusing terms and concepts which existed in the field of education. Dolhenty endorsed Ludwig Wittgenstein's concept of language-games as one of the techniques which could be proven as valuable.
       Analyzing and clarifying the terms used in educational theory and practice is central to Dolhenty’s application of Wittgenstein’s concept of language-game. The former conceived a brief look at how Wittgenstein may help educational philosophers and practitioners with the linguistic and conceptual problems they face in discussing their discipline.
	Fundamental to an understanding of the philosophical views of Ludwig Wittgenstein and his concept of language-games is an appreciation for the way in which he conceptualized the function of philosophy. Philosophers have not always agreed on what the purpose of philosophy is. This problem has profound implications for the application of philosophical thought to the questions investigated by scholars in all disciplines of knowledge, including educational theory and practice.​[41]​
	Dolhenty agreed that the conception of philosophy proposed by the analytic philosophers is relevant in light of the many conflicting ideologies. The concept of language-game can help, not only by analyzing and clarifying the language one uses in discussing educational matters, but also provide models of theory, statements of criteria for meaning and verification.
















[W]e think that all who have been associated with Wittgenstein’s life and with his philosophical developments wish to acknowledge their debt to his genius. Though his name is almost unknown outside the world of academic philosophy, everyone who belongs to that world will see throughout his biography the marks of enormous influence, direct and indirect, of the oral teachings of Professor Wittgenstein.







WITTGENSTEIN’S JOURNEY AS INTELLECTUAL EXPLORER
	    Every philosopher has his story to tell. His life’s story as intellectual explorer is an emblem of his uniqueness. Because of his uniqueness, he has contribution compared to that of other philosophers. Philosophers are unique to each other in the sense that they have different views in life. Moreover, they are unique because they live in different times and in different environment. Our environment influenced and shaped us in the way we think, live and act. Each of us has his own philosophy of life. In the same vein, philosophers also have it. On their part they propose varying ideas. Their ideas can be in the form of modification, reaction or refutation to the viewpoint of early thinkers. Each philosopher makes his own refutation through writing his philosophical vista. He was able to come up with his philosophy because of the philosophy of the people around him, the present situation he is in, and by education he has attained. These are but some of the factors that influenced him in coming up with his own philosophy. Henceforth, we come to have knowledge of how philosophers come up and hold such ideas through their personal and professional backgrounds.
	   Ludwig Wittgenstein’s personal and professional background as a philosopher must not be taken for granted inasmuch as his philosophy is at question. His educational attainment is very rare and unique compared with the educational background of other thinkers. He was destined to be the kind of philosopher during his time due to his genius, encouragement of his family and his curiosity in the field of philosophy. Thus, the researcher deems it necessary to expose Wittgenstein’s life. It is because from his educational, personal and professional backgrounds, we can follow his line of thinking and how he came to be a great thinker of twentieth century analytic philosophy.

	 Early Years of his Informal Education in Vienna
	    On 26 April 1889, one of the greatest and most influential philosophers of our time, Ludwig Josef Johann Wittgenstein, was born. Vienna is his birthplace. Ludwig Wittgenstein's father, Karl Wittgenstein is a Jewish convert to Protestantism. His mother is a Roman Catholic. Ludwig is baptized in the Catholic Church. His parents were both very musically gifted. Ludwig was brought up in a home which was always filled with music. His family was wealthy industrialists having made a fortune in the steel industry and, being one of the wealthiest families in Austria.  Thus, they were able to provide the best possible education to their children. Wittgenstein spent his early years in a highly cultured home. In addition to musical interests, he learned several languages including Latin, Norwegian, and Russian.​[42]​
	   Ludwig was the youngest of the siblings and he was educated at home until he was fourteen years of age. He showed an interest in mechanical things as he grew up. When he was ten years old he made a working sewing machine. In 1903 Wittgenstein began three years of schooling at the Realschule in Linz, Austria, which specialized in mathematics and natural science. 
	   Coming from a cultured background into a school filled with working class children gave Wittgenstein a difficult and unhappy time. He cannot understand his fellow pupils’ behavior and to them he seemed... like a being from another world.​[43]​ How could they be expected to understand the frail shy boy who spoke with a stammer, and whose father was one of the hule in Linz, a school emphasizing technical topics. Being a hule means a great rhetorician in Germany at the time. Until 1903, Ludwig began three years of schooling at the Realsce of technology, and   he decided to study engineering at university. Adolf Hitler (​http:​/​​/​www.newworldencyclopedia.org​/​entry​/​Adolf_Hitler" \o "Adolf Hitler​) was a student there at the same time, when both boys were 14 or 15 years old. They are classmates. Ludwig became interested in physics and wanted to study with Ludwig Boltzmann (​http:​/​​/​www.newworldencyclopedia.org​/​entry​/​Ludwig_Boltzmann" \o "Ludwig Boltzmann​), whose collection of popular writings, including an inspiring essay about the hero and genius who would solve the problem of heavier-than-air flight ("On Aeronautics") was published during 1905.
	    In 1906 Wittgenstein went to Berlin where began his studies in mechanical engineering at the Technische Hochschule in Charlottenburg. Intending to study for his doctorate in engineering, Wittgenstein went to England in 1908 and registered as a research student in an engineering laboratory of the University of Manchester.

     A LEAP INTO PHILOSOPHICAL INTEREST
	    At the University, he researched aeronautical design which initially triggered his interest to study. Wittgenstein’s career in engineering ended when he studied purely mathematics.​[44]​ Consequently, he became interested in the philosophical foundation of mathematics. When Wittgenstein shifted from engineering to his philosophical career, his ideas echoed in the halls of philosophy departments. During his years in Cambridge from 1911 to 1913, Wittgenstein conducted several conversations on philosophy and the foundations of logic with Russell, with whom he had an intense relationship, as well as with Moore and Keynes. 
           Wittgenstein was led to study under the Russell as a result of reading Russell’s Principles of Mathematics. That book, and the Principia Mathematica which Russell wrote with Whitehead, had an enormous effect on Wittgenstein. The Tractatus, as the foundation of Philosophical Investigations, owes its existence and many of its ideas to them (Russell and Whitehead). But in working with Russell at Cambridge, Wittgenstein immediately ceased to be the former’s student. It is because the discussions between them resulted in their each developing views which, although different in completed form (the Tractatus and Russell’s Lectures on Logical Atomism), share a common starting points in the conception of logic as to how the structure of language and the world are connected. So far as the fundamentals and the starting points are concerned, Russell is the main source.​[45]​ 
        The evidence of Russell's influence on Wittgenstein can be seen throughout the Tractatus (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Tractatus_Logico-Philosophicus" \o "Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus​).  Russell also was instrumental in having this book published. He also helped to secure Wittgenstein's doctorate (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Doctorate" \o "Doctorate​) and a faculty position at Cambridge (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​University_of_Cambridge" \o "University of Cambridge​). Russell made language, or more specifically, how we use language, a central part of philosophy, which radically influenced Wittgenstein’s line of thinking. Another positive influence of Russell to Wittgenstein is his own notion of logic as panacea, a universal medicine for philosophical ills. This line was imprinted in the mind of Wittgenstein.  




INTELLECTUAL ICONS WHO INFLUENCED WITTGENSTEIN’S THOUGHT
	VIENNA CIRCLE
	    Vienna Circle is a group of philosophers and scientists who worked closely together to set out the boundaries of philosophy and science. Schlick, Frege, Moore and Russell are among its members. The central tenet which was popularized by the members of the Circle is Logical Positivism. This refers to the logical relation of facts and concepts which represent truth values. Moreover, this doctrine states that the purpose of philosophy is to clarify the propositions of empirical science by means of logical analysis of meaning. For them, propositions only have their meaning if propositions are correspond to facts that can be found in reality. Propositions of ethics and religion for example which are just expressions having emotional but not cognitive content will fall into the category of nonsense.​[47]​ They are nonsense because they do not represent facts, and thus there is no truth claims. The Circle labeled metaphysics as synonymous with the word nonsense.​[48]​
	   There is a common ground between these views and what is said in the Tractatus. Wittgenstein describes propositions as picture of facts and of nonsensicality of the propositions which are different from those of natural science, logic and mathematics.​[49]​ Hence, Wittgenstein, in this context was influenced by the group although not totally.
	G.E MOORE 
	    G.E. Moore is one of the famous philosophy professors who made Cambridge one of centers of what we now call ‘analytic philosophy’.​[50]​ For Moore, analysis means conceptual analysis. He was able to influence Wittgenstein in analyzing the meaning of words in their proper usage. Moore devoted himself to the practice of the linguistic idea of analysis. He emphasized the notion of avoidance of the fallacy of one word, one meaning.​[51]​ It is a mistake to look only for one single and profound meaning of the term. It means that the word is composed of several meanings according to its context. This sort of idea was espoused by Wittgenstein in his theory of meaning. This theory of meaning states that the meaning of the word is not dependent on the description of the dictionary but of its actual use in a particular context. 
	   Moore admitted that the task of analysis of the propositions was to give its meaning. He focused and insisted that what he really had in mind was the analysis of concepts. The use of the word means implies that the analysis is concerned with verbal expression.​[52]​ This means that Moore put more emphasis on defining concepts. He gave cash value to the idea of philosophical analysis. This idea of philosophical analysis became the point of reference of Wittgenstein’s early studies.​[53]​

	ST. AUGUSTINE
	    Wittgenstein was influenced by St. Augustine’s philosophy of language in the following dimensions, namely; the picture theory of meaning, and private language argument. The former’s early opus, the Tractatus was based on Augustine’s conception of language. It is expressed in Wittgenstein’s choice of the following quotation from Augustine’s confessions as the opening passage of his work:
	When they (my elders) named same object, and accordingly moved towards something, I saw this and I grasped that the thing was called by the sound they uttered when they meant to point it out. Their intention was shown by their bodily movements, as it were the natural language of all peoples. The expression of the face, the play of the eyes, the movements of other parts of the body and the tone of voice which expresses our state of mind in seeking, having, rejecting or avoiding something. Thus, as I heard the words repeatedly used in their proper places in various sentences, I gradually learnt to understand what objects they signified; and after I had trained my mouth to form these signs, I used them to express my own desires.​[54]​

      From this starting point, Wittgenstein made an effort to bring out the important aspects of his philosophical approach. First of all, Augustine presented him with the impulse to theorize about language and to try to explain or model how language functions. For Augustine, language functions as representation of the object signified by the word. Hence, Wittgenstein focused and adopted the picture theory of language in his early work. 
       This picture theory of language which was patronized by Augustine is a system of signs that has meaning, and these signs are being correlated with an object for which it stands. For Augustine the word only acquires its meaning if it conforms to the object. From this view, Wittgenstein patterned his picture of language to that of Augustine. Wittgenstein then claimed:
            These words, it seems to me, give us a particular picture of the essence of the human language. It is this: the individual words in language name objects—sentences are combinations of such names. In this picture of language we find the roots of the following idea: Every word has a meaning. The meaning is correlated with the word. It is the object for which the word stands.​[55]​

	The importance of Augustine’s reflections is a source of themes to which Wittgenstein responds can be seen in the earlier passage from the Confessions:

	Little by little I began to realize where I was and to want to make my wishes known to others, who might satisfy them. But this I could not do, because my wishes were inside me, while other people were outside, and they had no faculty which could penetrate my mind.​[56]​
	
	  In this way, Augustine describes his frustration at not being able to convey his wishes. Augustine thinks about human subject in terms of private essence or mind. The private essence is conceived as somehow already fully human, but as lacking the capacity to communicate with others. Thus, St. Augustine was able to formulate his concept of private language. According to St. Augustine, it is a kind of language in which the individual words are to refer to what can only be known to the person speaking; so, another person cannot understand the language.​[57]​ And so, this kind of language must be eradicated. The primary purpose of language is to communicate the thoughts and wishes that are initially locked within this private sphere. And this private sphere primarily refers to private language that is relatively possessed by the subject.​[58]​ By this argument, Wittgenstein adapted it, and he incorporated it in his philosophy of language particularly in his concept of language-game.

	GOTTLOB FREGE 
	   Gottlob Frege, one of the famous University professors in Cambridge at the same time philosopher, has his share of influencing the thinking of Wittgenstein. This is evident in two ways, namely: Frege’s conception of Mathematics, the context principle and the picture theory of meaning. 
	   Wittgenstein’s thinking about mathematics was undoubtedly influenced by Frege. It is vividly manifested in the former’s early philosophy of language-- Tractatus.​[59]​ Wittgenstein came to England before the First World War to experiment with rocket propulsion. This incident brought him into contact with the philosopher Samuel Alexander who was in Manchester at that time. Wittgenstein became convinced that he was destined to be a philosopher thus he sought Alexander’s advice. Alexander recommended Frege because the former thought that Frege was the greatest living philosopher. And so, Wittgenstein wrote to Frege to arrange their meeting and dialogue about the problem of language. In their meeting, they discussed about the correlation of language and the world which was evident in Wittgenstein’s Remarks on the Foundation of Mathematics.​[60]​ Wittgenstein’s profound insight into the nature of mathematics, even in a brief conversation with Frege revealed a foundation which that former applied on his philosophy of language.
	   The second significant influence to Wittgenstein’s line of thought is Frege’s context principle. This context principle states that words only function within its specific context. Without the presence of context in the uttered proposition, this will reduced itself in meaninglessness.​[61]​ This means that any proposition which is outside its practical context is considered to be meaningless. This principle was adopted by Wittgenstein when he conceived his intriguing concept of language-game.
	   The most prominent logical theory of Wittgenstein, the picture theory of meaning which can be found in Tractatus is a part and parcel of Fregian Tradition. The original view of the picture theory of meaning was taken by Wittgenstein from Frege. The Fregian concept of the picture theory primarily serves the end-goal of logical positivism, that is, to describe phenomena by means of scientific propositions that are found in the world of facts. The picture theory of meaning emphasized the representation of facts with the atomic propositions which serves as pictures.​[62]​ The world according to Frege is the totality of facts. These facts are known through propositions which man uses in order to explain occurrences that happen in the world. This connection between language and the world are developed by Wittgenstein in his concept of picture theory of meaning in his early work, Tractatus. This becomes the way for many analytic philosophers to hold a common view that the Tractatus is a highly refined version of logical atomism for it promotes the logically perfect language.

	ARTHUR SCHOPENHAUER
	    Wittgenstein, as one of the seminal exponents of analytic philosophy testified to the wide philosophical array of Schopenhauer’s thought and his continuous significance in many branches and traditions of philosophy. It is not only among continental thinkers like Nietche and Heidegger that Schopenhauerian idealism​[63]​ exerted influence. He also has a great share of influence especially in the early philosophical thinking of young Wittgenstein. Schopenhauer’s ideas were transformed by Wittgenstein in his two earliest manuscripts, the Tractatus Logico Philosophicus and Notebooks (1914-1916).
	    G.H. von Wright, a student of the later Wittgenstein at Cambridge wrote: If I remember rightly, Wittgenstein told me that he had read Schopenhauer’s Die Welt Als Wille Und Vorstellung, in his youth and that his first philosophy was Schopenhauerian epistemological idealism.​[64]​ Moreover, A.J Ayer, another acquaintance of Wittgenstein, although not a member of his inner circle of students, similarly claimed:
	Wittgenstein was not entirely dismissive of the philosophers of the past, but his     reading of them was markedly eclectic. As a boy, he was strongly influenced by Schopenhauer’s principal work, The World as Will and Representation, and we shall see that this influence persists in the Tractatus, though the only philosophers to whom he acknowledges debt in the Tractatus are Frege and Russell.  The book contains a passing reference to Kant and has been thought by some critics to display a Kantian approach, but there is no evidence that Wittgenstein made any seriousness in Kant’s writings and his knowledge of Kant was probably filtered through Schopenhauer.​[65]​ 

	In this statement, Ayer was unaware of the fact that Wittgenstein had made a close study of Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason. He did it with Ludwig Harsel and Michael Drobil while they were prisoners of war at the end of the First World War.​[66]​
	Wittgenstein’s aphoristic styles first perfected in the Notebooks, Tractatus, and later modified in the Blue and Brown Books especially Philosophical Investigations have been inspired by Schopenhauer as many commentators have assumed.​[67]​
 
WITTGENSTEIN’S TWO INTELLECTUAL PERIODS
A.	Tractatus Logico Philosophicus
	When war broke out in 1914, Wittgenstein was at home in Vienna. Within a few days he had enlisted in the Imperial Army of Austria. In 1916, he was sent to Olmutz for officer training. Wittgenstein rejoined his regiment in1917 and served as an artillery observer.  Early in 1918, he was posted to a mountain artillery regiment in the Tyrol on the Southern Front. When the Austro-Hungarian war collapsed, the Imperial Army including Wittgenstein was taken into captivity by the Italians. Wittgenstein became a prisoner of war. 
	The war had a significant effect on Wittgenstein in at least to two ways. The one is that it caused in him a profound change of personal outlook, particularly in connection with his way of thinking and manner of life. The other is when he wrote his book, the Logische Philosophische Abhandlung, known to its English-language readers as Tractatus Logico Philosophicus. The title of the book was suggested by Moore as an imitation of Spinoza’s Tractatus Theologico Politicus. Wittgenstein had been working on his book (Tractatus) throughout the war years, and it came to completion in Monte Cassino Camp. This is the first monumental dissertation of Wittgenstein that earned him a doctorate degree in philosophy under the guidance of Bertrand Russell. This was the only book which Wittgenstein published in his lifetime. When it was finished, he thought that he had solved all the problems of philosophy, and consistently with that view, he gave up philosophical works and turned his attention to practical living.

B.	Philosophical Investigations
	   In 1919, while imprisoned, Wittgenstein became a school teacher.​[68]​ But then, at his first post, conflict arose between him and some of the parents of his pupils because of his intense disciplinary methods. Out of disappointment, he resigned and returned to Vienna. Wittgenstein was able to recover from his depression when the philosophers at Vienna University contacted and invited him to have philosophical discussions. Among the philosophers who invited him were Frege, Russell, and Moore. Form that moment, Wittgenstein was able to continue working on his second major work—Philosophical Investigations. Moreover, he was sought out by Moritz Schlick, professor at Vienna University and founder of the Vienna Circle, an active group of philosophers and scientists who worked closely together. But then, Wittgenstein did not totally engage in the Circle itself.
	  As Wittgenstein’s philosophical interests revived, he saw that his Tractatus did not, after all, solve the problems of philosophy. At Trinity University, when he assumed his academic post, he taught by thinking aloud before a group students. They knew him to be famous because of the Tractatus, yet during those seminars Wittgenstein repudiated many of that book’s central tenets and working out a series of new philosophical ideas in their place. That is the reason why he was able to make the original product of his thinking—Philosophical Investigations. Wittgenstein died from prostate cancer at his doctor's home in Cambridge in 1951.
Wittgenstein’s Influence in Analytic Philosophy
   In every philosophical endeavor, there is always continuity and discontinuity. This is inevitable in any intellectual explorations. Every philosophy unfolds its brilliantness and uniqueness which is sometimes is just taken for granted. Analytic philosophy is one of the schools of thought that famously emerged in the middle of twentieth century. One of its main proponents is Wittgenstein who, in his insatiable hunger for knowledge, built the monumental structure of language which is in need of justifiable solutions for its clarity and meaningfulness. 
	   Wittgenstein’s influence on his philosophical contemporaries was diffuse and limited. It is because Wittgenstein’s philosophy of language in particular is very puzzling.  But then, what matters most is the continuing response given to Wittgenstein’s thought by the philosophical community. 
   Both his early and later work had major influences in the development of analytic philosophy (​http:​/​​/​www.newworldencyclopedia.org​/​entry​/​Analytic_philosophy" \o "Analytic philosophy​). Former students and colleagues include Gilbert Ryle (​http:​/​​/​www.newworldencyclopedia.org​/​entry​/​Gilbert_Ryle" \o "Gilbert Ryle​), Friedrich Waismann, Norman Malcolm, G. E. M. Anscombe (​http:​/​​/​www.newworldencyclopedia.org​/​entry​/​G._E._M._Anscombe" \o "G. E. M. Anscombe​), Rush Rhees, Georg Henrik von Wright and Peter Geach.

























THE ORIGINS OF THE PROBLEMS OF LANGUAGE
	
	   Every problem has its basis. This is one of the inalienable truths of human experience. One can be able to understand the problems of language if he knows their sources. By tracing the roots of our linguistic problems, we could come to know the basic dimensions of linguistic problems. Linguistic problems do not merely concern on the problem on the meaning of the words that warrant subjective interpretations, but also these problems embrace the connection of intramental and extramental realities which can be found in our mind and real nature. 
Figure 1.1

	     In this chapter, we will expound the different origins of the problems of language. Moreover, we will discuss the origin linguistic problem in relation to man’s idea and reality. In the figure 1.1, man is composed of rational and instinctual abilities. His rational abilities are embedded in his intellect while his instinctual aptitudes is seen through his senses. At the outset, the researcher focused on epistemological dimension of man. It explain how our mind works. This leads to the problems of universals as a basis or origin of the problem of problem of language.

1.	ORIGIN OF LINGUISTIC PROBLEM FROM CONCEPT AND REALITY
A.	In Greek Philosophy

	Despite two and a half millenniums of endeavor, there is no agreed canon of philosophical origin of the problem of language. But, there is one thing that stands behind all things, that is, the struggle on one and the many. It is tempting to explain this fact by reference to the intrinsic difficulty of the subject, but to argue that philosophy of language is now on the brink of delivering its long-awaited results.​[69]​ 

	 The main theme and the focal point of Greek philosophical arena is the conciliation of the one and the many, the changing and the permanent. Ancient philosophers like Plato and Aristotle poured out their brilliance and spent much of their efforts to fuse the horizon of one and the many. This leads to the problem of universals. 
	  The problem of universals is one of the most important questions in philosophy. Its scope covers the domain of man’s existence and his world. It concerns the correspondence of our intellectual (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​08066a.htm​) concepts to things existing outside our intellect (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​08066a.htm​). Whereas external objects are determinate, individual (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​07762a.htm​), formally exclusive of all multiplicity, our concepts or mental (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​10321a.htm​) representations offer us the realities independent of all particular determination. In our mind, they are abstract and universal. The question, therefore, is to discover up to what extent the concepts of the mind (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​10321a.htm​) correspond with the things they represent; how the flower we conceive represents the flower existing in nature.  In other words, the problem of universals focuses on whether our ideas (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​07630a.htm​) are faithful and have an objective reality. 
	   As a response to this problem, there are four principal philosophical positions that had been laid down to fix the issue, namely; Exaggerated Realism, Nominalism, Conceptualism and Moderate Realism. The following are the explanations of these different schools of thought regarding the problem of universals. 
	
1a. Exaggerated Realism 
	   This is the philosophical position that was espoused by Plato. Ultra-realism affirms that universal concepts exist independently of the individuals they are predicated of. Plato maintained, for example, that if we are able to talk of the word justice, this is because justice as an idea exists in itself; it exists in a manner hidden from the senses but not from the intellect. For Plato, the universals, which he called Ideas, are eternal, immutable and intelligible realities.
	The idea (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​07630a.htm​) is absolutely stable and exists by itself (óntos ón; autá kath' autá), isolated from the phenomenal world, distinct from the Divine and human intellect (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​08066a.htm​). An idea (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​07630a.htm​) corresponds to each of our abstract representations. Not only natural species (man, horse) but artificial products (bed), not only substances (man) but properties (white, just), relations (double, triple), and even negations and nothingness have a corresponding idea (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​07630a.htm​) in the supra-sensible world. "What makes one and one two, is a participation of the dyad (dúas), and what makes one as one is a participation of monad (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​10447b.htm​) (mónas)in unity.​[70]​




	   If Exaggerated Realism conceives a world of reality corresponding exactly to the attributes of the world of thought, Nominalism, on the contrary, models the concept on the external object, which it holds to be individual and particular. Nominalism consequently denies the existence of abstract and universal concepts and refuses to admit that the intellect (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​08066a.htm​) has the power of engendering them. What are called general ideas (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​07630a.htm​) are only names, mere verbal designations, serving as labels for a collection of things or a series of particular events. Thus, it is called as Nominalism. Therefore, Nominalism is the philosophical positions which affirms that the only the names or terms of things are universal. It is only the term “man,” for example that the multitude of men have in common. For the nominalist’s viewpoint, universal concepts do not exist, but only schematic images which sum up or generalize the similar traits of different individuals. 
	We employ common names to economize on mental effort, since it would be practically impossible to give a proper name to each thing. The function of common names is to classify objects which are more or less similar. The similarities of these objects are of very relative nature, and certainly not necessary. They merely point to a fact that has been repeated in the past, but do not guarantee its repetition in the future.​[71]​

	However, neither Exaggerated Realism nor Nominalism finds any difficulty in establishing a correspondence between the thing in thought and the thing existing in nature, since in different ways, they both postulate perfect harmony between the two. The real difficulty appears when we assign different attributes to the thing in nature and to the thing in thought; if we hold that the one is individual and the other universal. The problem then arises between the world of reality and world as represented in the mind, and we are led to inquire how the general notion of flower conceived by the mind is applicable to the particular and determinate flowers of nature
	  Plato posited this notion of Nominalism to eradicate and to reject the claim of Realism. Realism is the philosophical linguistic belief that what only exist are physical objects. For realists, universals do not exist. Abstract objects or concepts for the realist are just illusion of the real world. However, nominalists merely focused on the existence of abstract concepts which labeled as names. This school of thought disregards the reality of the things outside the mind. This philosophical thought did not strike the balance of the relation of the intramental concepts and the extramental objects. Hence, Nominalism is not an adequate answer to the problem of universal.
1c. Conceptualism
	   After Aristotle (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​01713a.htm​), Greek philosophy formulated a third answer to the problem of universals (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​15182a.htm​). This refers to Conceptualism. This solution appears in the teaching of the Stoics (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​14299a.htm​), which, as is known, ranks with Platonism (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​12159a.htm​) and Aristotleanism (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​01713a.htm​) among the three original systems of the great philosophic age of the Greeks. Sensation is the principle of all knowledge (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​08673a.htm​), and thought is only a collective sensation. Zeno (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​15756b.htm​) compared sensation to an open hand with the fingers separated; experience or multiple sensations to the open hand with the fingers bent; the general concept born of experience to the closed fist. Zeno made this comparison because he conceived that man’s concept or thought merely refers to sensation. In conceptualism, concepts are reduced to general sensations, not the corporeal and external thing reached by the senses, but the reality conceived.
	    Moreover, this is a philosophical standpoint that admits the existence within us of abstract and universal concepts, but it holds that we do not know (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​08673a.htm​) whether or not the mental (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​10321a.htm​) objects have any foundation outside our minds. The concepts have an ideal value; they have no real value, or at least we do not know (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​08673a.htm​) whether they have a real value.  It was affirmed by William of Occam (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​15636a.htm​) and the Terminist School appear the strictly conceptualist solution of the problem. 
	The abstract and universal concept is a sign (signum), also called a term (terminus; hence the name Terminism given to the system), but it has no real value, for the abstract and the universal do not exist in any way in nature and have no fundamentum outside the mind. The universal concept (intentio secunda) has as it objects internal representations, formed by the understanding, to which nothing external corresponding can be attributed. The role of the universals (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​15182a.htm​) is to serve as a label, to hold the place (supponere) in the mind of multitude of things which it can be attributed.​[72]​ 

	 Conceptualists (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Conceptualism" \o "Conceptualism​) hold a position which states that universals exist only within the mind (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Mind" \o "Mind​) and have no external or substantial reality. However, conceptualism also merely gave emphasis on the ideal value of the concepts. If our concepts have no real value or we cannot know if they have real value, then we cannot be sure of our knowledge. Conceptualism does not give an assurance for the knower if his concept has foundation or relation to the reality of things. Thus, conceptualism is inadequate in justifying the validity of knowledge.

B. In Medieval Philosophy
	    The problem of universals reverberated in the hall of medieval philosophy. In the thirteenth century, all the great Scholastics solved the problem by the theory of Moderate Realism. Its proponents are St. Thomas, Bonaventure, Duns Scotus, and thus in accord with Averroes and Avicenna, the great Arab commentators of Aristotle whose works had passed into circulation by means of translations. St.Thomas formulated the doctrine of Moderate Realism in precise language, and for that reason alone, we can give the name Thomistic Realism.

MODERATE REALISM
	  This philosophical standpoint regarding the problem of universals is developed by Aristotle and was modified by St. Thomas. 
	This system reconciles the characteristics of external objects (particularity) with those of our intellectual (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​08066a.htm​) representations (universality), and explains why science (​http:​/​​/​www.newadvent.org​/​cathen​/​13598b.htm​), though made up of abstract notions, is valid for the world of reality. To understand this it suffices to grasp the real meaning of abstraction. When the mind apprehends the essence of a thing (quod quid est; tò tí en eînai), the external object is perceived without the particular notes which attach to it in nature (esse in singularibus), and it is not yet marked with the attribute of generality which reflection will bestow on it (esse in intellectu). The abstract reality is apprehended with perfect indifference as regards both the individual state without and the universal state within: abstrahit ab utroque esse, secundum quam considerationem considerattur natura lapidis vel cujus cumque alterius, quantum ad ea tantum quæ per se competunt illi naturæ.  (What is thus conceived in the absolute state (absolute considerando) is nothing else than the reality incarnate in any given individual).​[73]​

	There is nothing in the abstract concept that is not applicable to every individual; if the abstract concept is inadequate, because it does not contain the singular notes of each being, it is none the less faithful, or at least its abstract character does not prevent it from corresponding faithfully to the objects existing in nature. 
	According to this school of thought, our words and universal concepts no doubt signify certain natures, but these natures do not exist in themselves but are individualized in things. Only individual beings exist in reality, for the things that exist cannot be predicated by another. Universality is a property only of our abstract concepts; it is by virtue of their universality that they are predicated by many. Something is a universal not only because it can be predicated of many, but also because what is signified by its name can be found in many.​[74]​ For example, the word justice is a virtue proper to human nature. Hence, the foundation of its demands is found in every individual subject who possesses that nature. 
	The common nature that is possessed by many individual beings is common not numerically but formally. If I write “A” twice—“A” and “A”--, I reproduce the same form in two numerically distinct letters. In the same way, human nature is actualized in Frederick, John, and Timothy, in such a way that numerically, each one has his own individual nature.​[75]​

	For a nature to be multiplied in several individuals, the form must be capable of being received in several material subjects. The answer to the problem of the universal is, therefore, linked to the hylomorphic composition (the union of matter and form) of material beings. For example, John and Peter are both men because they share the same nature; but they are distinct individual men because the formal principle of that nature has been received in different matters.        
	For St. Thomas, our knowledge of things will either be subjective or objective through the use of language. Viewed from the standpoint of the subject, it is subjective. On the other hand, if one viewed it from the object’s point of view, it is objective. Hence, he concluded that moderate realism is an exact response in the problem of universals which constitute the origin of the problems of language.




	 The problems of language originated from the problem of universal. It can be seen in the following reasons.
          The problem of universals is integrally a part of the problem of language. This means that they are related. The former is the ground of the latter.  Indeed, it is very clear that the problem of universals deals on what extent our intellectual concepts conform to things existing outside the intellect. Misunderstanding and confusion in language arise when we do not know the reason why our concept is vague. Our concept, say for instance, is vague because we do not know the nature of our thought and language. This is why, it is necessary for us to know the background of our problems in language.



























LANGUAGE AS THOUGHT AND WORD RELATIONSHIP: A HERMENEUTICAL APPROACH TO THE LINGUISTIC PROBLEM

To understand our language is to understand our thought; to understand our thought is to understand ourselves; to understand ourselves is to understand reality. Language is the realization of the world on the plane of ideas. The classical philosophers knew this; they did not have to state it explicitly since it was self-evident to them. Analytic philosophers created the fiction of language that is rational and intelligible without being rooted in reality.​[77]​

Since the dawn of ancient intellectual revolution of linguistic philosophy, the epistemological relation of thought and language is always highlighted. This is why it is imperative that language should be given proper analysis. For analytic philosophers, the proper task of philosophy is to clarify our thoughts as we employ them in our linguistic encounters. In this sense, understanding our language could lead to understanding our thoughts. It is expedient for us to delineate the nature of our thought and language, to analyze their connection in order for us to show the problems of language.

ON THE NATURE OF THOUGHT
	Thought or ideas refers to the concepts being conceived by man as he encounters his surroundings. Taken from its logical definition, the concept is a mental sign whereby we grasp a certain essence.​[78]​ When we utter words like chair, car and house, we mean something by them. It is because they express the essence, that is, what makes the thing to be what it is. The essence is grasped by our mind through our simple apprehension. When the mind grasps the essence of the object, then it forms a particular concept of the object. Then, concepts become a mental sign of the essence.

Because the concept signifies the essence, it points directly to reality, and not to the concept itself. If this were not so, realism would be impossible because thought-our only means of understanding reality—would be enclosed within itself. It is by a subsequent act of reflection—a second act—that we make the concept itself the object of knowledge. It is in this way, for example that we think of the “idea of table” as distinct from the real table.​[79]​

	Our basic concepts are formed through abstraction from sensible knowledge. When we analyze our concepts from the logical point of view, the first thing we notice about them is their abstract character, that is, they express the essence of something, leaving aside the individual sensible notes. The concept of the nation, for example does not mean individual nations like Philippines and Mexico.
  Generally speaking, abstraction means the mental act of knowing by which the mind draws the essential notes from the sensible images of the things.​[80]​ When we abstract, we mentally separate what is actually united. For example, a man can focus his attention on his fellow’s color, and say that the latter is white, leaving the fact that the latter is also a musician. In the same vein, the height of the person can be considered in the abstract, even though in reality, the height of a body is inseparable from the body’s color, volume and shape. This does not imply that we know concrete things. We do know them to the extent that our intellect returns to sensible experience and sees that concepts are realized in singular beings. 
  In order to be perfect, abstract knowledge which constitute our thought must terminate in the knowledge of concrete things.​[81]​ Our intellectual knowledge is perfect to the extent that it knows singular things. We must concretize and enrich our abstract notions by constantly referring them to sensible reality, since it is only through the senses that we come into contact with the world around us. In order for us to deepen our understanding on the meaning of man, we have to constantly observe individual men. Our knowledge is complete only when it attains a singular reality. It would not help much, for example to know in general what generosity means if we do not know the concrete ways on how to exercise the virtue. We can exercise the virtue of generosity by means of giving and sharing what we have to the needy and being ready to serve others. It is only when we understand generosity in concrete terms that we fully comprehend what it means. That is why it is important for us to illustrate our thoughts with concrete examples. It is through them that the intellect sees how a concept is actualized in reality.

ON THE NATURE OF LANGUAGE
	    It is notable that the starting point of the nature of language is the ontology of the person. The ontology of the person refers to the being of man. Man’s being as a person is connected with language. There is no life of the soul without language, and there is no human life without the life of the soul.​[82]​ This means that language is inevitable to man. Human language can be expressed orally or by writing. It has three elements. First, an “I” speaking. This refers to the subject of language. It is the man who uses language and is conscious about his thoughts and feelings. The second element refers to the communication. This refers to the message. The last element refers to the “you”. This pertains to the recipient of the message, the listener. The listener has at his disposition an awareness of the person speaking and the message he wants to convey. After receiving the message, it will be processed in the mind. His response on the message depends on how he understands the meaning of the message. Through this, a dialogue happens. Hence, speech as an act of the subject has a two-fold function. First, it has an expressive function. In this manner, speech externalizes the internal acts of the intellect such as ideas or thoughts, moods and impressions. Secondly, speech is communicative. This means that through speech, these acts (moods, impressions and ideas) transmitted and expressed to others. These functions or acts are made possible by language. Through language, men interact with one another using meaningful expressions. This enables them to live together as a community.
	    Language reflects not only the acts of the intellect (thoughts and impressions), but also of the will such as commands, feelings and desires. These acts of the intellect and will can be translated into written signs. “Words are symbols of the thoughts of the soul, in the same way as uniting the symbol of the spoken word.”​[83]​ Speech, therefore, is the manifestation of the interior word conceived in the mind.
	   The basic units of language endowed with meaning are called words or terms. The word is an articulate sound that serves as a conventional sign of a concept which in turn signifies a thing.​[84]​ When we speak of articulate sound, it primarily refers to oral emission of sounds as an organic effect of our vocal cords. This is the material aspect of the word. It is what enables the word to be communicated to other men. Our words signify a concept. This means that our human utterances have intelligible content: they are signs of the intellectual activity of man. When we say a sign, it refers to a reality that point to another reality. Words however are not natural signs. Rather they are conventional signs of concepts. They are not natural signs, like weeping and sighing. Natural signs represents the object that is being manifested indirectly.. Smoke, for example is the natural sign of fire. Linguistic sign, on the other hand, can and do change from language to language. When we say conventional, we refer to the concept that is agreed upon by the community. The term dog, for example, is the verbal expression of the concept dog. Different languages use different words to express this concept. The term dog is perro in Spanish and canis in Latin; but both words pertain only to one concept. Despite the fact that there are many kinds of languages, we know that the words we use ordinarily signify our knowledge of things. For example, the sentence “Gold is metal,” expresses an intellectual judgment, and it also signify a property of a thing. 

THE ROLE OF LANGUAGE AND THOUGHT IN UNDERSTANDING
	     Man is a language-using animal.​[85]​ It is his nature to communicate in order for him to broaden his analytic thinking and reasoning. Along the process, he realizes that his dialogical experience needs to be matched by his understanding. In this view, James Hans, a contemporary adherer of hermeneutics claimed:
This understanding of man, this practical knowledge, is thus based on man’s experiential nature and on the finitude of experience. Man always remains open to new experiences, but this also means that his understanding is always finite. He is rooted in the historical world and is always situated towards his world in a particular way. His horizons continually change and develop, but he never achieves infinite understanding. As such, his knowledge always remains provisional, and he is moving toward a greater, though still finite, understanding of his world.​[86]​ 

	Understanding implies knowing. Man by nature desires to know.​[87]​ Knowing is an act of being human. It differentiates him from the other animals. Because of this, man struggles to know the truth. It is because truth is the proper object of knowledge.
	Truth can be found in dialogue represented by language. Dialogue is one way of understanding the truth as a person communicates with the other. As the Socratic dialogue demonstrates, it is more difficult to ask a question than to give answer to that question. Question gives direction. And it is more difficult to discern the questionability of something rather than make confident assertions about it. In this way, it is hard for us to know that we do not know.​[88]​ This means that the question is like a map that determines where we can find the truth of the answer. With this view, Wittgenstein cited: Socratic dialectic is an art of questioning, but it consists not in a method of making up questions, a technique of putting them, or even of answering them. Rather, it consists in remaining open so that the questions can still occur to answerer and questioner alike.​[89]​ 
	In our contemporary situation, many are not keen what the other speaks because they lose the sense of questioning. In fact, it is through questioning that we find the answer. In this manner, Gadamer claimed: For the interpreter to enter the conversation, he does not necessarily have to have answers, but, like the text, his concern is to find the answer. He does not make assertions but asks questions.​[90]​ Through this, conversation or dialogue can be proven as a process of forming concepts, of coming with mutual understanding of concepts. This process never ends but a continuous one. 
Plato gives self-understanding a more general meaning. Knowledge cannot be acquired by any learning, but instead through examination of oneself. We are dealing with the dialectic. Only in dialogue with oneself or with others can one get beyond the mere prejudices of prevailing conventions.​[91]​

	As dialogue happens, the unconcealment of understanding in one’s perceptual status emerges. Understanding presupposes listening. Listening is the primordial duty of the one who would like to understand.​[92]​ The subject, in this context, is the agent of his dialogical experience. He submits himself on the dialogue. It is because he realizes that his understanding is limited. Therefore, he humbles himself for the sake of the greater meaningful experience and clarity in his linguistic activities. Thus, the importance of language and thought in our understanding lies in the truth-claim of our thinking, listening and searching for truth and clarity. It is because understanding of our language and thought happens through dialogue. Through dialogue, language is used as a vehicle of thought. It is because thought is expressed through linguistic articulations. In this sense, understanding happens if the participants in dialogue mutually understand each other.  If they mutually understood each other, they can arrive at certain truth. Therefore, language and thought in this context constitute the parallel equation that lay a solid ground to man’s understanding.

ON THE PROBLEM OF LANGUAGE
    As we have discussed the nature of our thought and language as well as their role in understanding, we cannot deny the fact that there are problems that are embedded between them. These problems are misunderstanding, confusion and misinterpretation. Misunderstanding is the problem in relation to thought. Confusion is the difficulty in relation to the use of words. And misinterpretation is the problem in relation to the meaning of the words. 
        On the first place, misunderstanding occurs because our concepts are vague and erroneous. A concept becomes vague when we do not have enough knowledge of the object to be able to formulate our judgments on it. Say for instance, someone may have a very vague idea of the meaning of amino acids, hyperboles or turbines. In this sense, he cannot express them well in language. Our concept becomes erroneous because some intelligible notes are mistakenly attributed to it. Say for instance, a person has a wrong idea of freedom. For this man, freedom is to do what we want. For him, killing other person is an expression of freedom. But then, in reality, it is an erroneous concept because he violates the moral law. On the other hand, to do good and avoid evil is the true meaning of the concept of freedom. It is a moral law that is universal to all men and races.
  Misunderstanding is sort of problem that lies in the pragmatic aspect of language. It refers to the relation of language with the act of the speaker when he conveys the message to his interlocutors. Interlocutor refers to the person, the listener who takes part in a certain dialogue or conversation. As dialogue transpires, a message is communicated through a form of sentence which expresses a complete thought. When a person enunciates a sentence, he intends to do something through it, that is, to make an oath and to affirm a statement in particular. These acts are called acts of speech or illocutive acts.​[93]​ These acts are the manifestation of the internal acts of the mind of the speaker. The problem is that the internal acts of man’s mind such as thought oftentimes cannot be expressed clearly through the use of human language. This means that there is a problem of the translation of thought to language. Using language to express thoughts is an art that needs to be mastered and practiced. Even though man’s mind is full of ideas, but if he cannot express them well in a way that is understandable to his interlocutors, misunderstanding happens. It is because the speaker himself cannot properly convey his message to his listeners. 

 Problem In Relation To The Meaning Of The Words
  	    Language is subjective.​[94]​ It becomes subjective because subjects have different points of reference. When a speaker expresses his ideas in words, the meaning of his words reaches the perceptual intellect of his listeners. The audience can have various interpretations from the statement of the speaker. This problem is the issue of private language. Private language is a kind of language in which the individual words are to refer to what can only be known to the person speaking; so, another person cannot understand the language.​[95]​ In this account, many speakers or even philosophers like Schopenhauer, Frege, Russell and Augustine had thought that our understanding of terms such as knowledge, goodness, mind, time and reality were confused. Thus, they endeavored to invent and develop new definitions and theories to replace our ordinary conceptions. 
     There are people who cannot immediately understand what the speaker means to say. That is why the real and substantial messages are blocked by misinterpretation. It is impossible in principle to be absolutely certain of the meaning of the words that the speaker of primitive language attaches to an utterance.​[96]​ It is due to the fact that our linguistic terms can undergo certain changes in meaning, depending on their context in the sentence, or because of other words and phrases that accompany them. However, these changes are applicable only to language; they do not imply that our knowledge of things is relative. There is objectivity when it comes to our knowledge. It is because our mind is ordained to know the truth. To know is to know the truth.​[97]​ If what we know is untrue, then we know nothing. But in relation to our interpretation of the text or message, we are always capable of erring. 









































ANALOGY OF THE GAME: A RESPONSE TO THE PROBLEM OF LANGUAGE 

    	     Since time immemorial, people engage themselves in pleasurable activities. Games are the ones which warrant pleasure and leisure in man’s life. A game confers satisfaction and enjoyment to all walks of life. In our modern day living, we cannot deny the fact that there is an enormous diversity of games around the world. Many people nowadays are involved and even regularly engage themselves in games. They are taking advantage of games. It is because for them, playing games is a way towards healthy lifestyle and a road towards self-discovery of latent potentials. 
	     In this chapter, we will discuss the nature of the game and how it can solve the problems of language which are emphasized in the previous chapter. This chapter will aid us towards our correct mastery of our language as we use them in discourse. 
THE NATURE OF THE GAME
	   The channel of human history bears witness to the popularity of games. This popularity in terms of games is embedded in the sphere of human experiences. 
The playfulness of human games is constituted by the imposition of rules and regulations that only count as within the closed world of play. Any player can avoid them by simply withdrawing from the game. Of course, within the game itself, the rules and regulations are binding in their own way and can no more be violated than any of the rules that determine and bind our lives together. ​[98]​

	  This description means that games are governed by rules which are exclusive only in a particular play. Rules guide the players to play the game properly. They trigger the player to either violate or to obey them. Yet, games without rules are void. It is because players will have guidelines to follow as they play. This is why rules are inseparable in a game. 
      According to Wittgenstein, games have characteristics aside from rule-following system. 
Unless we understand these characteristics, we cannot reflect deeply on his concept of language-games. 
	    Game is a part of human existence.​[99]​ As human beings, we are fond of pleasurable activities that refresh us from the stresses of everyday life. For this reason, we are inclined to involve ourselves in games. We have to fight and be serious in order to win. However, even if we lose sometimes, we have to be grateful enough because we know we gave our best to win. 
Play and seriousness are parts of our human nature. They are seemed to be interwoven in a still deeper sense. It is immediately apparent that any form of serious activity is shadowed by the possibility of playful behavior. “Acting as if” seems a particular possibility wherever the activity in question is not simply a case of instinctual behavior, but one that intends something. This as if modification is so universal by a touch of freedom.​[100]​ 

          Game has a point or goal.​[101]​ Every player has a goal. A certain game will be meaningless for a player if he has no driving force to achieve goal whenever he plays. In playing, a player needs focus. He needs focus in order to win a game. It is the end-point which the player hopes to achieve. Thus, this goal impels him to strive for excellence in this competition.
    Game is comprised with the flexibility of performance.​[102]​ As the old Filipino adage would tell us, there are many ways on how to kill a chicken. It means that there are many ways or styles in playing a particular game. Likewise, in playing basketball in particular, one only needs to think of the thousand of ways to shoot that ball in the basket in order to win. In watching the NBA (National Basketball Association) All-Star game, the players like Kobe Bryant, Dwayne Wade and Pau Gasol have different techniques in driving the ball and shoot it in an accurate way. 
     Game has a need for training and practice.​[103]​ One needs to be taught and trained how to play in order to be an excellent athlete. In other words, to learn how to play needs a teacher or demonstrator who are known for his dexterity or adroitness. Teaching may be theoretical form (by means of explanation) or practical form (by means of hands-on lessons). Learning may also take the form of watching skilled players. Thus, one learns a certain technique. This principle is more useful to novice players than theoretical learning. After learning, one also needs constant practice to perfect the technique in playing the game
     Performance in games is not necessarily accompanied by conscious mental processes.​[104]​  Many athletes, who are the best in the field of games, claim that playing becomes instinctive. Everything just comes naturally. Whenever there is a fight, Manny Pacquiao, the pride of the Filipinos and the world’s top-ranking boxing icon gives his fatal punches in such an intuitive level of performance inside the ring. This is the result of his hard work in undergoing serious training. His intelligence in making winning moves and punching combinations are just secondary features of his gifted left and right fists. It is vividly noticeable that man’s instinct in playing affects largely in his performance during the game.
     Humans have the ability to formulate families of games that is to derive new games out of old ones.​[105]​ Everyone has the ability to invent fresh games based on old ones. This principle is the foundation of the proliferation of the different games throughout the globe. There are games that are quiet similar to each other. In fact, the American baseball was based in its antecedent game—English Cricket. American football, Canadian football, rugby, and Australian football form a family of similar games.  
     Games are embedded in the larger context of human activities.​[106]​ As we do things in every field of our activity, we are playing games. Whenever there are rules and regulations, they are games that we should play well. Let us take traffic lights as an example. Red signals stop, and green means go. In this sense, we are following the rules of our human activities. 
     Games help individuals build and refine their social and interpersonal skills.​[107]​ Human character can be built up by playing a game. The genuine character of man emerges when he is at the world of the court.​[108]​Individuals can refine their social and interpersonal skills by their ability to follow rules reliably, their ability to make and interpret rules and their ability to coordinate their actions in relation to the other. For instance, in a game, we might say that it is unsportsmanlike for a defeated player to refuse to shake hands with the winner. In the same vein, it is not a proper etiquette for a tennis player to throw a tantrum when a line-call goes against him. In none of these cases is the use of the rules or conduct of the game. Instead, a player must accept positively the result of the game even if he is defeated. In this manner, he will have a positive response to his opponent by congratulating him. This is in accordance with the saying, there are defeats that are more glorious than victories.​[109]​ This means that a player who loss in a game has conquered his pride and inordinate desire to win over his opponent. In this sense, he is more glorious than a person who became a winner by means of fraud and deception. In this way, games hone the true character of individuals and refine their interpersonal skills. 

THE CONCEPT OF LANGUAGE-GAME 
	
The meaning of the word is its use in the language.​[110]​
       Wittgenstein’s concept of language-game is analogical in character. First of all, let us be clear on the word analogy. It pertains to the resemblance of two objects. This means that certain term has several meanings which are partly the same and partly different.​[111]​ Thus, language-game is analogical in character because a game is partly the same with language in aspect of rules. But then, they are partly different in a sense that a game has different nature in comparison to language. In relation to his concept of language- game, Wittgenstein claimed that our use of words is like playing a game. Thus, he illustrated his concept in the following ways.
First, Wittgenstein explicated that the concept of language-game is a rule-governed activity.​[112]​ Wittgenstein introduced the concept of language-game because there is a similarity between using language and playing a game. Both follow certain rules. Most of the folks in all walks of life are fond of games like football, soccer, chess, badminton and basketball,  to name a few. But then, he stated that one could not stand outside the game and legislate about it or attempt to implore the rules of another game.​[113]​ One cannot play football using the rules of basketball. Confusion result when a player of the game makes up new rules or misapplies the rules. Hence, a basketball player for example cannot criticize how a football player plays football not unless the former first learns the rules of the game and how it is played. 
     Secondly, the term language-game is used to emphasize the plurality of our ways of speaking. Our plurality of speaking refers to the different uses of words in many contexts. This means that there is a multiplicity of uses to which words can be put. To understand the meaning of an utterance is to understand its use.​[114]​ This is similar to the diversity of literal games. Chess game, for instance is different from boggle and the games of the generals. Even though they are all indoor games, still they are different in terms of their essences.  In relation to our language, our use of the words when we speak in such a multiple ways does not conform to a single model or context. Wittgenstein included describing the appearance of an object, making joke, translating from one language to another, asking a question, thanking, greeting, and giving orders and obeying them.​[115]​ These are the different context wherein we could base the meaning of the words as we use them. In this sense, the words have meaning only when we use them in our particular discourse. 
     Lastly, language-game is meant to bring into prominence the fact that the speaking of language is part of an activity, or a form of life.​[116]​ Forms of life refer to the activities that we do in our daily linguistic encounter with others. 
We judge an action according to its background within human life, and this background is not monochrome, but we might picture it as a very complicated pattern, which, to be sure, we cannot copy, but which we can recognize from the general impression it makes.​[117]​ 

	This means that we have to understand the reality of our human activities in order for us to express ourselves clearly. Our ways of speaking are intimately tied into our common human practices, needs, interests, goals and understandings. The introduction of actions into the fabric of language links the idea of language-game with the idea of form of life.​[118]​According to Wittgenstein, forms of life are already part of the definition of language-games. Wittgenstein talks about the nonlinguistic activities that do not require language for their execution. These nonlinguistic activities include physical act of eating, throwing an object, walking, jumping, sleeping, driving a car, hammering a nail, tightening a bolt, and whistling, to name a few.​[119]​ On the other hand, these forms of life can be contrasted with the activities that are part of language-games and require language for their execution. Examples of the actions are giving orders, describing the appearance of an object, singing, making a joke, requesting, thanking, cursing, and greeting just to name a few. These actions are generally not possible without language. Baker and Hacker, interpreters of Wittgenstein bring out this relation between forms of life and language-game:
The notion of a form of life is connected with that of a language-game, but is more general and elemental. A form of life is a given unjustified and unjustifiable pattern of human activity. It rests upon, but is not identical with, very general pervasive facts of nature. It consists of shared natural and linguistic responses, of broad agreement and definitions and in judgments, and in corresponding behavior.​[120]​ 
	
	This relationship of form of life and language-game entails that we act as we speak. Our action implies the form of life, and our language uses language-game. But then, forms of life are general than the latter in a sense that speaking (language-game) is just a part of our human activities. Yet they are connected with each other in a way that a person’s act of speaking is a form of activity. Thus, language can only be understood within the context of human related activities. 
The idea that a language-game is something that plays a particular role in our human life is important. Since even at this early stage it connects language-games with specifiable activities and in an oblique way shows that a mere use of words (or even use of grammatically well-formed expression in the absence of certain action, such as informing or warning or referring) is not to be considered as playing a language-game.​[121]​ 

	It is uncomplicated to perceive the relation between language-game and activities that require language to execute, such as explaining a certain concept. In this sense, one must not only have something to say, but also he must elaborate his words clearly in an appropriate time, to an appropriate audience and cite specific events that would enlighten the minds of his listeners. But, how does language relate to something that is non-linguistic? Wittgenstein cited a definite instance such as eating.  
It is clear that one can eat without any recourse to language, but there are times when one might say something that would not be understandable outside the activity of eating. For example, we might ask “How do you like salad?,” or we might say, Please pass the salmon,” or, “I am full,” or instruct someone, “use the small fork for salad and the large one next to it for your entrée.” These linguistic events are not required for us to perform the act of eating, but they do not make much sense unless we are eating.​[122]​ 

	It is vivid that such statements to be uttered outside the context of eating would be seen as odd, perhaps even incomprehensible. Hence, this becomes the clear manifestation that our activities conforms our use of language. Otherwise, what we say does not make sense at all, therefore meaningless.
THE RESPONSE TO PROBLEMS OF LANGUAGE
 	     Wittgenstein used his concept of language-game in responding to the problems of language as expounded in the previous chapter. 
Figure 1.2

        In this figure, the exposition of the problem of language is presented. These problems refer to misinterpretation, confusion and misunderstanding. That figure presents how we encounter the problems of language and its causes. Moreover, that figure follows the flow of discussion about the concept of language-game and on how it responded to the problem.
  According to Wittgenstein, like game, language also has its specific rules to follow. The usage of terminologies follows a rule. If one does not understand the context of language and the rules that are imposed upon the specific discourse, then, one cannot understand the words in their truest form. In using language, a person cannot criticize other’s usage of language without first understanding their full context and intended meaning. Wittgenstein used that notion of language-games to illustrate that we run into confusions when we are not aware in a way in which the word functions. Our use of words varies from one context to another. Words as nouns, for instance is different in context from the words as verbs. This is why, for Wittgenstein, we need a sense of familiarity on the rules. In this way, we can be clear in expressing our thoughts if we are familiar on the grammar of our language.
     In order for us to understand how language works, it is necessary for us to know the three significant elements which constitute this concept of language-game, namely: speaker, the meaning of the word itself, and the receiver. These three elements conform with the process of following rules. First, in language-game, the speaker talks to his audience because he has in his mind the message that he wants to convey. The speaker’s message has its own meaning aside from what the speaker had in his mind. On the part of the receiver, the message expressed to him can have another meaning other than what the speaker mean. Hence, there are three possible meanings in every proposition. Say for instance, Wittgenstein cited the proposition which says, “The girl is beautiful.” In this proposition, the word beautiful has its own meaning for the speaker. For him what he means by the “beautiful” is that which is pleasing in the eye of the beholder. Moreover, “beautiful” as a message has its own objective value. Its objective value depends on the conventional understanding of its meaning, that is, the word beautiful itself means a girl who has pleasurable facial characteristics. Consequently, it is also the meaning which the receiver understood as he heard the word beautiful. In this case, all these three elements coincide within the sphere of rule-following. They must follow then the conventional and ordinary meaning of the word beautiful for them to be clear in stating any proposition. 
      For Wittgenstein, every word has its meaning. And it depends on how we use and understand them within the context of particular conversations. The context of a sentence is best portrayed in a play. Therefore, the best example for a sentence with a particular meaning is a play.​[123]​ For him, if we want to demonstrate the meaning of a particular word or phrase, we can best do this by describing how these words might be used in a play. The meaning of the word or phrase is not a dictionary definition, nor is it a description of what we are thinking, but a description of the context and circumstances. This means that the meaning of the word is its use in specific context. Otherwise, the expressions of our words become meaningless. This is why in order for us not to be confused and misinterpreted, we have to observe and make sure that we are expressing our words in their proper context. Say for instance, when somebody asked a question; What is the capital of Manila? This question does not need an answer, for it is already an answer to itself. Hence, it is out of context. Therefore, this proposition, although correct in grammatical structure, is meaningless. It is not a right question to be asked then. 
      On the other hand, that question could become meaningful if it is in its proper context. Say for instance, what is the capital of the Philippines? This kind of proposition then is meaningful. It is because we are asking the question in its proper context.  And so, we have to ask the right question. Thus, we can say that the meaning of the word does not only depend on correct grammatical structure, but on how we use them in its proper context where we can find truth. In this sense, confusion and misunderstanding can be eliminated.
	     Wittgenstein emphasized that language-game can be a tool to reject the private languages of philosophers regarding the use of our words. But then, what this private language would mean? This means that a language that only one person can understand. It is conventionally unacceptable. It defeats the purpose of communication. Language, for Wittgenstein, is not private, but a shared thing. In this account, Wittgenstein explicated the theory of private language:
A private language is a language whose words refer to immediate, private sensations that can be known only to the speaker. In remarks that came to be known as the ‘private language argument’, I would like to suggests that such a private language is impossible because meaning cannot be assigned to the words of a language that in principle cannot be understood by others. There has been much disagreement about the details and intended conclusion of the argument, as well as about its soundness. In early discussion of the argument a central question was whether I will be read as holding that language is possible only when embedded in an actual community – a reading known as the ‘Community View’ – or whether he is to be rather read as holding the weaker claim that it must be possible only in principle that others would be able to understand the meaning of the words of a language.​[124]​
	
   Wittgenstein posited this theory (private language) because many philosophers use their terms for the sake of their own understanding. This transpires in many philosophical issues like the issue of existence. In this particular issue, Augustine defined existence, as a conglomeration of the state of essences by which phenomena has been explicated in a definite dimension of reality.​[125]​ This kind of definition which constitutes the metaphysical use of language is rejected by Wittgenstein. According to him, the metaphysical use of words is nonsense, that is, it has nothing to do with our practical living. This is why, it must be eradicated.
      Moreover, Wittgenstein says, a philosopher who uses private language is a citizen of no community.​[126]​ He would like to tell us that private language argument is next to impossible. This becomes impossible because a person who uses private language cannot be understood by others. It is because he is just the only one who knows what he means. In this way, communication does not happen. If communication does not happen, misunderstanding and confusion are present in the mind of speaker and the listener. But then, Language is not private or subjective, but a shared and objective entity by its very nature. We use it for a common understanding.​[127]​ Thus, we have to understand that the purpose of the words we utter is for conventional understanding. In relation to our ordinary language, Wittgenstein says:
It is wrong to say that in philosophy we consider an ideal language as opposed to our ordinary one for this makes it appear as though we thought we could improve on ordinary language. But ordinary language is all right. ​[128]​ 

  Common understanding resides in ordinary language. We have to play the game of following what the words mean when we utter them in the context of our ordinary discourses. This is why Wittgenstein emphasized that we have to go back to our ordinary language in order to free ourselves from confusion and misunderstanding that always block our understanding.  
PHILOSOPHY AS THERAPY: THE END-GOAL OF LANGUAGE-GAME
   	    For Wittgenstein, the proper job of philosophy is just to clear of the way we use our words. According to him, the problems of philosophy emanate from our careless use of words. This happens whenever we do not use them in their practical context. That is why he claimed: The technical ways in which philosophers analyze and use ordinary terms create pseudo-problems because language has taken out of the practical contexts where it is functioning just fine.​[129]​ 
According to Wittgenstein, confusion and misunderstanding on language are just pseudo-problems. This means that they are seeming problems, but actually they are not.  Hence, Wittgenstein developed his concept of language-game in order eradicate philosophical confusions. For Wittgenstein, our traditional problem such as ethics has nothing to do with our day to day living. Ethics, for him does not correspond to any object in reality, and it cannot be used in different context. Thus, ethical propositions are nonsense or meaningless. It is because they cannot be verified. In order for a proposition to be verified, it must follow the principle of verification. It states that, a factual statement is meaningful if it can be verified in experience.​[130]​ The corollary of this principle is the meaning of a factual statement is the method of its verification. This is the reason why Wittgenstein repudiated traditional problems and he relegated them as seeming problem that just need linguistic analysis as a solution.
    In this sense, according to Wittgenstein, religious propositions are also on the side of metaphysical propositions. Say for instance, the proposition which states that “God is good”. This proposition is not verifiable according to Wittgenstein. Thus, it is meaningless. For Wittgenstein, we have only to speak of the propositions that are verifiable. If they are non-verifiable, then we must leave them in silence.​[131]​ In short, philosophy should only deal with verifiable statements. If traditional philosophical problems result from the misuse of ordinary language, then the role of the philosophy is no longer to discover something, but to show the source of problems of language and to look for a remedy.​[132]​ For Wittgenstein, we have nothing to discover because discovery belongs in the field of the sciences. What we have to do is to master our use of our words in order to avoid the problems of language. Thus, Wittgenstein conceived philosophy as therapy, that is, the treatment of an illness.​[133]​ He treated philosophical problems as illnesses. Wittgenstein speaks of traditional philosophy as if it were pathology.​[134]​ For him, these illnesses could only be given a treatment by way of philosophizing through the proper analysis of using language. As Wittgenstein put it; the aim of philosophy should be to ‘shew the fly out of the fly-bottle.  
As a result, Wittgenstein hoped that once we see things clearly, there will be no longer need philosophical theories and explanations.
The real discovery is the one that makes me capable of putting an end for philosophizing, so that it is no longer tormented by questions which bring it in questions. It is by arranging what we have always known that we both overcome our philosophical illusions and achieve the understanding we seek.​[135]​ He also stated that philosophy simply puts everything before us, and neither explains nor deduces anything. Since everything lies open into view there is nothing to explain..​[136]​ 

  As a consequence of his line of thinking, Wittgenstein conceived that he had already accomplished his aim—to stop philosophizing through his analysis of language. Wittgenstein’s argumentation about philosophy as therapy gives us a hint that he wanted to reject all of man’s philosophical projects. Our philosophical problems about truth, ethics, religion, and meaning of life are not imperative to be solved because they are just seeming problems that only needs clarification by means of proper analysis of language. 
Philosophy is not a theory, like one of the natural sciences, ending in the series of conclusions that can be called philosophical propositions. It is an activity, a process of clarification in which we try to delimit thoughts that are obscure and confused. If philosophy finds the answers to its questions cannot be expressed, it should realize that its questions have not been properly expressed. The right method of philosophy is to turn all the things that can be said over to the scientists and then when anyone asks in metaphysical questions, to point out that the question is meaningless. Philosophy will then see the world rightly.​[137]​






















A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF WITTGENSTEINIAN PHILOSOPHY OF LANGUAGE-GAME THROUGH HERMENEUTICS

THE WITTGENSTEINIAN PICTURE
	    In the previous chapter, we have exposed the main concept of language-game and how it warrants a therapeutic solution to the problems of language.
	     By mastering and understanding properly the use of our words in different context, we realized the utmost value of language not only in our ordinary conversations, but more importantly in our philosophical discourses. As we have understood the concept of language-game in detail, we have followed the line of thinking of Wittgenstein that linguistic philosophy merely serves as therapy to our philosophical problems. Once we know how to use language in a practical way, we could come to understand that philosophy no longer has its prime importance in our ordinary living. 

IS AN ANALYSIS OF LANGUAGE AN END TO MAN’S PHILOSOPHICAL PROJECT?

    Definitely, the answer is no. This challenging inquiry will serve as our starting point to critically analyze the destructive end-goal of linguistic philosophy of Wittgenstein. We will then prove, on the one hand, our inherent right to attain truth through philosophy. The purpose of linguistic philosophy especially the concept of language-game is not to put an end to philosophical exploration. Rather, we will justify in this chapter that the noble goal of philosophy through our use of language is consistent with our search for truth and meaning. How can we grasp the meaning of life if we stop searching for truth? As a solution, we should not stop learning the kernels of wisdom in order to find the true meaning of philosophy, that is, as a way of life.
	      Philosophy becomes a way of life through our language-games. Language-game is the source by which we come to understand our thoughts, expressions and actions as we deal with other people. It is because our play of words determines what is in our minds and what we are doing as we speak and write. When we have understood the words that we utter and hear from others through its proper context, we can dispose ourselves to reflect. To reflect is to go beyond the shadow of mere actions, expressions and feelings. When we reflect about our use of language, we will be able to interpret correctly. In this sense philosophy does not stop. Rather, we continue philosophizing by coming to understand with clarity what we want to convey.
     	    In this chapter, we are going to integrate the hermeneutics of Gadamer to linguistic philosophy of Wittgenstein. This will guide us with the substantial critical analysis of Wittgensteinian end goal of philosophy. 

GADAMERIAN CRITIQUE OF LANGUAGE-GAME
	     According to Gadamer, our use of words is our foundation towards expressing clearly our thoughts to language. To express our thoughts clearly by using language is our starting point to understand ourselves in the context of our ordinary discourses. This is why he criticized Wittgenstein. For him, the task of philosophy is not only for therapeutic purposes, but gradually and systematically to understand ourselves in the context of discourse as players of language.​[138]​ As players of language, we must have first a sound interpretation of what other say in order for us to have meaningful conversations. 
Sound interpretation has to do and has an enormous connection to hermeneutics. But first, let us be clear of the term hermeneutics. It is a science of interpretation.​[139]​ It is notable that the method of hermeneutics was first used by Gadamer who focuses on the dynamic relationship between text and interpreter, arguing that reading is a creative act that necessarily places the text in new and different interpretive contexts.​[140]​ Moreover, Gadamer turns his attention on the participative relationship of the interpreter and the speaker. Generally, hermeneutics as patronized by Gadamer has an enormous role in communication. Its role is to make accurate the interpretation of the text and messages from speakers and books. Interpretation is the foundation of effective communication. Unless we properly interpret the meaning of the text, we cannot understand it in its proper context. If there is no understanding, then there is a failure in communication.
	     To play is to philosophize. To philosophize is to play the game of language.​[141]​  In contrast to Wittgenstein’s view of linguistic philosophy, Gadamer claims that, even if we have clarified and interpreted our language in an objective way, our journey of philosophizing does not respite.​[142]​ For Gadamer, our mastery of using language to express our thoughts is a way for us not only to understand the meaning the message conveyed to us, but also to understand ourselves along our philosophical journey.​[143]​ Understanding ourselves will become our terminal point as we use the subjective concept of game of Gadamer. This framework will generate the continuity of philosophy through language-game. 
    Just like Wittgenstein, Gadamer uses the concept of the game in order to understand the use of language. But then, the difference is that the latter uses the concept of the game in a different angle, that is, to understand oneself as he plays the game of language.  As players of the game, we ourselves enter into the world of play in order to understand its rules and regulations. Thus, he claimed:
 	The activity of the play does not concern itself with an instrument attitude toward the world; there is no sense in which the player is a subject opposed to or separated from an object or objects. Rather, the person is absorbed into the activity of the play itself, and the focus of play is on the activity and not on the subject or object involves…One who plays always has a direction, an orientation, but it is a direction or orientation loosely held, and subject to revision, that is being played with precisely because it is subject to revision. The direction is in question, and only a willingness to put perspective into question can generate play.​[144]​

	  This means that the game is the one which holds the supremacy over players according to Gadamer. The game properly exists when it is being played, that is, when the object and subject unite so that the object is no longer the object and the subject is no longer the subject. The subject of the game is not the player; rather, the players are merely the way in which the play comes into presentation.​[145]​According to Gadamer, the game is the subject because the player is not “acting naturally” as himself. He cannot do what he wants since there are rules to be followed. The genuineness of the game depends upon the submission of the player. According to Gadamer, the idea of the game is to let the player leave himself and let the game overrule him. The charm of the play, the fascination it exercises, consists precisely in the fact that the game becomes master over the players. This is why the real subject of the game is not the player, but the game itself.​[146]​
	   We cannot separate the pilot from the airplane nor the dancers from the dance itself. In the same way, the players cannot be separated from the game. In relation to our language-use, when we talk within the specific context of our discourse, we are led to the fact that we are connecting ourselves on language. But then, this fact does not entail that we have no freedom because of the rules of our language as we use them. Rather, even though the game controls our consciousness, there is still freedom. We have freedom even if we can move only where we want as long as it is within the limits of the game. In other words, we do have our freedom in discourse as long as what we are saying conforms to the specific topic that we tackle. No one plays the game that he does not know what he will do because every move that a player will make is already within the certain limits and rules.​[147]​ This is why we have to know first the use of words that we talk about for us not to be out of context. In this sense, according to Gadamer, we can achieve common understanding of the meaning of the words that we express.
	     In the process of the common understanding of the words that we express, Gadamer pointed out that we gradually develop our self-understanding. This is why he argues that the understanding of the text leads to the understanding of oneself. The aim of hermeneutics is thus self-understanding, though self-understanding which is always mediated through the interpretation of history and society that produce the self.​[148]​ Self-understanding then is inevitably included in all understanding, though it does not govern the process. All understanding is ultimately self-understanding.​[149]​ It involves the element of projection. Thus, it is true in every case that a person who understands, understands himself (sich versteht), projecting himself upon his possibilities.​[150]​ As one projects himself it affects everything that he understands.
A person who is trying to understand a text is always projecting. He projects a meaning for the text as a whole as soon as some initial meaning emerges in the text. Again the initial emerges only because he is reading the text with particular expectations in regard to a certain meaning. Working out this fore-projection, which is constantly revised in terms of what emerges as he penetrates into the meaning, understands what is there.​[151]​






































LANGUAGE-GAME IN CONTEMPORARY SETTING:
 THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY

             Throughout the discussion, it might be good to ask, are the notion of Ludwig Wittgenstein still applicable today as they were in the past? Is his message still relevant in the contemporary realities? The researcher’s answer to these questions is positive. Even though the “topography “of the world changes, Wittgenstein’s ideas and message are very relevant. It has important implication not only in the life of the researcher, but also in the society as a whole.

    CULTURAL IMPLICATIONS 
			Technology, specifically the Internet is making the world a smaller and smaller place. Our world has become a "global village", now that communication is instantaneous. The world is only as far away as the computer. People are trading ideas and communicating faster than any other time in history. Countries and markets are trading people and business as well. However, since it becomes more common to come into contact with people from different sides of the globe, we're also coming into contact with different languages. Should you not happen to be familiar with at least one other language, this barrier can destroy a large portion of the possibilities technology provides for us today to connect with people from all over the world. Many people believe that learning at least one other language is a vital skill in this day and age.​[157]​

      In our modern era, we are surrounded by technological advancing things. We cannot deny the fact that our culture today is technological in character. The trend of our modern technological advancement in communication in the field of mass media, telecommunications and internet is upsurging of its development. We acquire our knowledge through acquiring information in the largest library in the world—the internet; we deliver our speech before the people whenever there are gatherings such as commencement exercises, seminars, recollections, conferences and classroom sessions in particular. Moreover, we engage ourselves in the field of competitions such as orations and declamations. This is our culture. Even our culture is also constituted by linguistic character of people. All these involve the use of our linguistic skills. This skill, that is, the clear way of expressing ourselves manifests our linguistic behavior even our simplest conversation with our acquaintances. We as agents of language constitute society. Society is the combination of innumerable interactions between rational beings. Our existence can only find its fulfillment in the true essence and meaning of interaction. The true meaning of interaction can only be found in the self and its significant relation to others. Our relationship to others is binded by the legitimacy of our language-use. Our primary goal in our relationship to other is to be made comprehensible to them through our linguistic expression. Through the application of our language-games or mastery of words in the proper context, we are able to maintain our good relationship with our friends and benefactors through facebook and e-mail communication. Our culture dictates us that we have to be always updated. However. Moreover, in our modern times, the concept of language-game also addresses the issue of spin. It is defined as that which gives public biased information. In other words, it presents information in a way that is meant to influence public opinion. These are embedded in our mass media and television networks. These things have enormous influence on the people in all walks of life. Spin often constitutes the subjective point of view of the broadcasters about the certain issue. In this sense, truth for them becomes relative. When they speak, they project themselves as if they conveyed the truth by means of their convincing words. In this sense, we have to understand that the concept of language-game in the context of spin is not directed to subjective interpretation. The concept of language-games has its objective point of interpretation. It must be understood in the context of common understanding. Even in the context of spin, there must be an unbiased judgement about the certain issue. The broadcasters must set to it that they are giving public information by using language-game for the sake of truth and justice.
Specifically, one of the realities of our culture regarding the use of words is the existence of jargon as a kind of language. Jargon language refers to the vocabulary used by a special group or occupational class, usually only partially understood by outsiders. The special vocabularies of medicine, law, banking, science and technology, education, military affairs, sports, and the entertainment world all fall under the heading of jargon. Examples of occupational jargon include such formal technical expressions as perorbital hematoma (black eye, to the layperson), in medicine, and escrow and discount rate, in finance, and informal terms such as licorice stick (clarinet, among jazz musicians). Jargon is sometimes defined as false or insincere language. It is because there is always a change in many terms which are used particular discipline. Colorful terms and phrases such as mug (either a police photograph or to attack a victim), payola (graft or blackmail), hooker (prostitute), and to rub out or to blow away (to kill) are examples of jargon that eventually became commonly known to, and adopted as slang by society in general.
Donald Thompson, a contemporary linguist, reserved the term jargon for technical language. Applied to colorful occupational expressions such as licorice stick, the concepts of jargon and slang greatly overlap. In general, however, slang is more casual and acceptable to outsiders than jargon. Slang and cant are more vivid than jargon, with a greater turnover in vocabulary. The special in-group speech of young people and of members of distinct ethnic groups is generally called slang, especially when it is understood by outsiders. Thompson used the term argot in a generalized way that covers cant, in-group slang, and occupational jargon—no uniform terminology has been adopted for these common ways of using language. The term jargon, however, also pertains in general to gibberish and unintelligible language and to overinflated, needlessly technical language. 
Jargon language is addressed by the concept of language-game. It is by way of understanding the different context wherein the particular words are used. This is the reality of our culture in our contemporary society. The concept of language-game makes us then realize its usefulness even in our use of jargon terminologies.  
As we have indicated the issue of spin and jargon terminologies, we always have to be aware of the occurrences and challenges of  our society. In this way, language-game plays an enormous role in our life, in our culture in particular.
IMPLICATIONS OF LANGUAGE-GAME IN SEMINARY FORMATION
             A seminary is a house of formation. It is like a plot in the garden. The word seminary comes from the Latin word, “semen”, which means seed. Hence, seminary is a house of formation wherein the seed of vocation of every seminarian is being planted and nurtured through the course of time. A seminarian who entered the seminary definitely accepted that seed. It is because he listened and responded to the initial call of God to be his man and representative here on earth. We have to bloom where we are planted.​[158]​ This means that as seminarians, we have to seize and get the most of what we have to learn and do what we can in order to become an effective minister of God.
            However, seminary life is a test. We have to be valiant enough to confront the challenges that we encounter. The gold is tested on fire in order for it to be proven as genuine.​[159]​ In the same vein, our priestly vocation is tested in the seminary for it to become authentic. As response, we have to make things happen; we have to meet the necessary requirements that are assigned to our responsibility. In attending to our responsibilities, we are being trained. Training in the seminary hones and refines the seminarian’s intellectual capabilities. Our hidden potentials in academic life, along the process, is being formed, honed and refined through a series of learning and examinations. But then, difficulties, as experienced are inevitable. They are truly a part of seminarian’s training of the mind and formation of the heart. One of the difficulties that we repeatedly encounter is the problem of how we express ourselves clearly through our use of language. This is one of the fundamental postulates of our academic formation. This is why proper and preferential attention to this concern is of tremendous imperative in order that we could continue our formation in the higher level of theological studies. In using our mother tongue, that is, tagalog language, we are called to be its masters for we are speaking and communicating our thoughts through this medium daily. The problem of language is embedded in our second mother tongue, that is, English language. We cannot deny the fact that our medium of learning in the seminary is in the structure of English. In studying philosophy in classrooms particularly, we do speak and listen to our professors using English language. As we understand the mechanics of language-game, we can convey our message clearly when we ask questions or when we answer them. It is because we know we follow the rules of correct grammar of the words. 
             Moreover, our understanding of the concept of language-games can be made manifest when we read the Pauline epistles, when we share our experiences during recollections, when we preach the Word of God through radio broadcasting, when we participate in national, regional, and even local conferences in and outside the seminary, when we participate in class discussions and when we defend our thesis work. By mastering our use of words, we can easily catch the attention and understanding of the listeners. Thus, we can touch their hearts by our choice of words that fit in our sharing. 
              Knowing that language-game is of great relevance to our seminary formation, there is one thing that we could get as benefit from it, that is, self-esteem or confidence. Self-confidence can be developed not in an abrupt manner but in a continuous process of determination and perseverance. It takes and develops through the series of mastering language-game. Mastering our use of language as seminarians does not only take advantage in our present formative years, but also for our future ministry. Realistically, this is a challenging struggle. There is no master who did not pass the stage of being a beginner. A beginner becomes a master through constant practice. It is because perfect practice makes perfect. Along the course of practicing, error, confusion, and misinterpretation stand as hurdles. But then, after a series of serious practice, the seminarian could become a master of his linguistic expression. This is why it is imperative for every seminarian to seriously understand the mechanics of our language-games. Giving attention to this concern is absolutely necessary. Thus, mastering our use of words through language-game should be one of our primordial concerns in this institution. 
            Viewed in much wider perspective, learning our concept of language-game does not merely cover the scope of seminary training and formation, it also has a very significant role in priestly ministry. A priest, out of his obedience to his Bishop, accepts whatever place he will be assigned to. It is because the command of the Bishop is considered as the voice of God. 
             In the parish, the reality is that people speak of different tongues.  The priest then has to adapt to the situation. He has to adjust himself in a way that he could learn the dialect of his parishioners. The priest’s initiative in learning the dialect or language of his flock is of enormous impact to the effectiveness of his ministry. It is because the people or the faithful could relate well to his homilies and advises.  Hence, he has to know the rules and the context wherein the words are used in the certain dialect.  In this way, language-game becomes an instrument of the priest to effectively impart the Word of God to his flock.
       LIFE AS A GAME OF LEARNING 
             Life is truly a game. We are playing it without any knowledge of the rules beforehand. These rules can only be known when we are already in the play itself. But then, in the process, we are hoping to win. We are not merely playing the game of language, but also we are playing the game of life. Life is not easy to be played. Once we truly know that life is difficult—once we truly understand and accept it—then life is no longer difficult. Because once it is accepted, the fact that life is difficult no longer matters.​[160]​ 
             As we play, learning is a life-long process. This means that as long as we live, we desire to know. As what Aristotle said, “Man naturally desires to know.” To know is know the truth. If what we know is untrue, then, we know nothing. To know the truth is to be ready to listen. Hence, we are ordered to listen. How can we learn the lesson if we are not listening? Through listening, we are opening ourselves in the voice of the other. We can only know what other would mean if we have a dialogue with them. A player will talk and listen to other players questioning for further clarification so that they can have one goal and can make maneuver for the good of the play. Thus, listening and talking in the form of question make the dialogue fruitful. In fact, it is the essence of philosophy, that is, to ask question for the sake of finding truth. Hence, the researcher realized that we can only find the truth if we understand ourselves as we play the game of language and the game of our lives. 
	As we play the game of learning in our lives, we are journeying. There is always a point of origin and a point of journeying and a point of destination. At our point of origin in using language for meaningful expressions, we are always confronted by the problems such as misinterpretations and confusions. But then, as we go along the point of journeying, we learned that language has its own processes (the concept of language-game) that we should master in order for us not to be trapped by the problems of language. By mastering our use of language, then, we arrive at our point of destination, that is, to know ourselves by asking and employing meaningful expressions as we seek truth throughout our ordinary dealings and transactions. And so, we have now the courage to say that philosophy is indeed our way of life. It is because through philosophizing, we become the seekers of truth. 





























In general, what language creates is not only beliefs and emotions imprinted on the souls of others, but proposals and knowledge by themselves. It is not a servant of whim of persuasion but an instrument of learning.








SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1.  SUMMARY
               In this part of this study, the researcher presents the synopsis of his work. This is necessary for the readers to understand clearly the “flashback” of this entire thesis. 
             Chapter one presented the Introduction. There is where the common view of language as used in ordinary discourse is being elaborated. The presentation of the problems of language is highlighted. After giving the “glimpse” of the whole work in the introduction, the statement of the problem, significance of the study, scope and limitation, and research design were properly arranged for proper organization of the succeeding chapters.
              In our review of related literatures, we have found out that the concept of language-games is a controversial issue in contemporary philosophy. Different authors of semantics, practical interpreters and thinkers of language reacted and posed many comments with regards to the implication of Wittgenstein’s concept of language-games. 
              We have known our philosopher, Ludwig Wittgenstein, in Chapter Three of this work. He is well known not only in the field of being linguist and musician but also on his genius works, namely; Tractatus Logico Philosophicus and Philosophical Investigations. Being acquainted by the background of his life and career as former engineer, we have also known the influential icons such as Frege, Moore, Augustine, Vienna Circle, and Schopenhauer who became instrumental in formulating his well-known concept of language-games.
              As we entered the Chapter Four, we focus our horizon from the ancient Greek philosophers up to contemporary philosophers. We have delineated the origins of the problems of language. First, we have known that there was a struggle between one and the many. This refers to the problems of universals which attempted to solve by different schools of thoughts, namely: Exaggerated Realism, Nominalism, Conceptualism, and Moderate Realism. We have found out that among different philosophical standpoints presented, Moderated Realism became a justified solution to the problem of universals. It is because, this school of thought which was patronized by St. Thomas claimed the valid bridge between mental concept and reality—abstraction. It is defined as the mental act by which the mind gets the essential notes from the individual sensible properties of a thing. By virtue of abstraction, Moderate realism bridges the gap between the three schools of thought. Ultra-Realism merely asserted that universal concepts exist independently of the individuals. Nominalism claimed that it is only individuals or particulars that exist. Nominalists, on the contrary denied the existence of universals. Conceptualism taught us that universals are in our minds but we do not know if our ideas have any foundation extramentally. For conceptualists, our concepts merely have ideal value but have no real value. And so, we could say that all of them are inadequate. It is because there is no valid justification in the unity of universals and particulars. This became the origin of the problem of language because the bridge of the concept and the things it signifies is expressed through language.
              We have learned the nature of our thought and language in Chapter Five. Unless we understand the nature of our thought, we are confused about ideas that we express through language. Moreover, we have also learned the epistemological dimension of knowing particularly by abstraction. If we understand the nature of our thought, we are impelled, then, to know the nature of our language. We have known that the nature of language springs from the ontology of the person. The ontology of the person refers to the being of man. Man’s being as a person is connected with language. There is no life of the soul without language, and there is no human life without the life of the soul.​[162]​ This means that language is inevitable to man. Human language can be expressed orally or spoken. It has three elements. First, an “I” speaking. This refers to the subject of language. It is the man who uses language and is conscious about his thoughts and feelings. The second element refers to the communication. This refers to the message. The last element refers to the “you”. This pertains to the recipient of the message, the listener. The listener has at his disposition an awareness of the person speaking and the message he wants to convey. After receiving the message, it will be processed in the mind. His response on the message depends on how he understands the meaning of the message. Through this, a dialogue happens. 
             After knowing the nature of our thought and language, we were able to trace problems of language. The problems of language are subjective interpretation of the listeners and the difficulty of self-expression because of ignorance in language’s context. These problems results then to misunderstanding and confusion with regards to the use of words in every discourses among people.
	In Chapter Six, we have elaborated the nature of the game, and how it responded to the problems of language. We have found out that understanding the nature of the game is necessary to understand Wittgenstein’s concept of language-game. A game has specific rules that should be followed by the players in order that they can play the game well and win it. As we have exposed the concept of language-games, we have found out that the game has its similarity to our language in the sense that they both follow certain rules and objectives. In language-game, we knew that the meaning of the words vary from one language-game to another. This means that our words can be used in different contexts. Words do not only gain their meaning and definition in the dictionary. Words gain their meaning if we use them in our practical discourse. Knowing clearly the concept, we were able to respond to the problems of language presented in Chapter Five. We can avoid confusion and misunderstanding if we know how to use of words correctly and put them in their proper context. 
	But then, linguistic analysis for Wittgenstein only serves as therapeutic process of solving philosophical problems. And so, with the light of linguistic analysis, for Wittgenstein, the job of philosophy is to eradicate philosophical problems and return to practical living. For him, we have to give up philosophizing. 
              But then, in Chapter Seven, after knowing the end-goal of Wittgensteinian thinking about philosophy, we found out that there is a  philosopher who criticized the end-goal Wittgenstein‘s philosophy of language. We have Hans Georg Gadamer, the hermeneutic philosopher. He is opposed to the contention of Wittgenstein that man’s philosophical project stops when one already mastered the use of his language by expressing meaningful statements. Gadamer believed that our conception of language like game can confer us self-understanding through our discourses. It is because, as we speak and communicate our ideas to others, we are projecting ourselves. As we project ourselves, we gradually know ourselves by means of others’ reactions to what we convey. For Gadamer, knowing ourselves is the essence of communication. As players of language, we are doing philosophy. It is because we are what we believe and what we express. By employing reason, we cannot deny the fact that we are philosophizing. Reason is the instrument of philosophy in its undying search for truth and clarity. We use our language to employ the effectiveness of our rationality not only in knowing reality but also in developing effective relationship with others in our society. By these thoughts, philosophy indeed is proven to be a lifetime process. It is not merely designed for therapy, but it is destined to help man find the true meaning of his life.
2.	CONCLUSION

Language is a special gift of God to mankind. If there were no language human civilization would have remained an impossibility. It is present everywhere in our thoughts, dreams, meditations, relations, prayers and communications. Apart from being a means of communication it is the source of thinking as well as expression.​[163]​

         Language is an extraordinary gift of God. It is part of what makes us fully human. In fact, Aristotle says man is a rational animal and that what sets him apart, what raises him above the animals, is that he has the ability to reason, and it is very clear that he cannot reason without language. Language is necessary in order for man to be a rational creature, and only to man has it been given. Henceforth, if our language is a gift, then, we must utilize it wisely in a way that we could use it for progress not merely of ourselves but of society in general.
          Language is vast in nature. But then, in spite of its vastness, it has a certain fundamental connection or relation with regards to our humanity. Language has two dimensions in relation to man, namely; Personal and social aspects. In the personal dimension, language is inherent in man.​[164]​In other words, using language is given to man. He cannot live without using this basic tool of communication. That is why language is co-existent in man.​[165]​Language, in fact, is not only limited to personal dimension, it has social dimension. Language is inalienable in the sociological nature of man. Man is always related or connected to the other. In this sense, man shares his very subjectivity with the other. Unless he realizes this, he cannot actualize the essential part of his nature. In every aspect of man’s life, it is imperative for him to negotiate, communicate, and collaborate with the members of his household and society. And so, the researcher concludes that this study provided the readers with a better understanding of the importance of proper use of words or terminologies in their proper context. It is because this research delved on the conceptual and analytical mechanisms of using language in order to give a systematic pattern of corrective thinking and application for word’s use. Aside from affirming the importance of language in connection with our contemporary activities, this research looked into a deeper realization on the workings of language. This realization originated from Wittgensteinian context of understanding. As affirmation for Wittgenstein, it is appropriate to say that to understand a word in its proper context is to understand the sentence. To understand a sentence is to understand a language. To understand a language means to be master of technique. This signifies that understanding is to know how to do something; in the case of language, understanding language means knowing how to use it. The researcher realized that understanding the meaning of a word is not something private to the mental life of an individual, but something which exist out in the open, in the public domain. This means that understanding the meaning is objectively understandable by people. 
		     However, the researcher did not agree with Wittgensteinian view that philosophy should stop once we clear the way of understanding how our language works. Instead, the researcher adheres to the fact that philosophy as enterprise is an undying process in search for truth. For the researcher, we do not stop philosophizing because our imaginations continue to desire progress in terms of creativity. Thus, the researcher affirmed Gadamer in claiming that we should not hinder our philosophical endeavors by breaking it. Moreover, the researcher is happy to note that he found an authorize philosopher who substantially and constructively criticize the work of Wittgenstein regarding language. Even if we can clear the confusions and misunderstanding of language, still our active minds cling to what is new in the field of learning things. This research will lead to the formulation of other theories which can be useful tool in understanding the complexities with regards to ourselves and our society as a whole. Henceforth, all the laborious efforts of this research and the regimented time invested in the writing of this work are meaningfully compensated.

3.)  RECOMMENDATIONS
	Our discussion on Wittgenstein’s concept of language-game generally makes us aware of the grand array of other relevant issues that are waiting to be studied and explored. Passionate and interested researchers with regards to analytic philosophy may find the following topics successful for further exposition and discussion:
These are the following recommendations for further studies:

8.	A Comparative Study of Ludwig Wittgenstein’s concept of Language-Games and          Hans George Gadamer’s Concept of Play.

9.	An Expository Analysis of Wittgenstein’s concept of Forms of life: Its Implications in contemporary society.
10.	A Re-Evaluation of Gadamer’s concept of Play.
11.	A Comparative Study of Augustine’s concept of language and Wittgenstein’s concept of   Language-Games.
12.	A  Rejoinder of Wittgenstein’s concept of Language-Games.
13.	The Ethical Implication of Wittgenstein’s concept of Language-Games as found in    Tractatus: A Critical Analysis
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	The means of transmitting thoughts.  A proposition can take a form of written, spoken, or any kind of communication.  It is made up of simple names arranged in a particular logical form.
FORMS OF LIFE
	This refers to the activities and practices that people are used to observe in their daily living. 
PRIVATE LANGUAGE
	 A kind of language in which the individual words are to refer to what can only be known to the person speaking; so, another person cannot understand the language.
LANGUAGE-GAME
	This refers to an analogical representation of game and language. Language like game refers to the play of words in accordance with its proper context. 
ORDINARY LANGUAGE
	This refers to the conventional and objective way of understanding the meaning of the words in the context of ordinary discourse.
TRADITIONAL PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLEMS
	This refers to the metaphysical problem about truth, knowledge and consciousness. In Wittgensteinian context, these problems are just seeming problems. In themselves, philosophical problems are meaningless since they are not verifiable.
ABSTRACTION









	This refers to the careful scrutinization of the concepts presented in a certain scholastic research. It presents flaws on the chosen discussion. Moreover, It constructs necessary solutions and recommendations that makes the research complete and reliable.

 ANALOGY
	The term analogy pertains to perfection which are realized in different ways in different subjects. Language and games are different subjects yet the same perfection, that is, they have rules to be followed. Analogical concepts are predicated of their subjects in a way that is partly the same and partly different.​[166]​

HERMENEUTICS
	This refers to the science of interpretation. Gadamer is the main proponent of this movement. 
MEANING
	This refers to the usage of words in many different contexts. The meaning of the word for Wittgenstein does not rely on its strict definition in the dictionary. Rather, the word gains its meaning when a person uses it in discourse.
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